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(From a Painting by H. Spencer Lewis) 

EFEKI"IT1, renowned as  the most  LeautiFul queen of Egypt. 
Her very name  means,  "Beauty's Arrival." She  was  the wife 

of  Pharaoh  Amenhotep JV and over 2300 years  ago posed daily 
for the king's chief artist. The sculptor took great pains  to  do 
justice  to her overwhelming beauty.  The  bust  statue  he  made  of 
the  queen  was found  a few years ago  and  has been  declared  by 
Ieading  artists and sculptors as being expressive of the  ideal form 
of feminine  beauty and also as  representing an exquisite  mystical 
grace . . . she  was truly an idol of love. 

A n  exact  reproduction of the  magnificent  original is on  display 
at the  Rosicrucian  Egyptian  Museum in  San Jose. Now,  beautiful 
home-size rep!icas, in  colors, of this  masterful work have been 
made  in  quantities for low-cost distribution. 

An Inspiration f o r  Home and Sanctum 
Nefertiti 

Own one of these lovely replicas.  Lifelike, colored after  the 
In Color - Seven  inches  high, original.  More  than  just a gracious  statue or pleasing  adornment, 
lifelike,  colors as on the  original. the  Nefertiti  art piece will seem to bestow a consoling presence in 
Price  includes  mailing  charges. any room it occupies. Place  it  anywhere . . . on  the  mantel,  book- 

Only 

$4.75 
each 

(,f1/13/11 sterling) 

case,  dresser, or better  still, in your  private sanctum. You wiI1 prize 
it highly and come to regard it as  a  reminder of past glory. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
§AN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. §. A. 

(EACH  MONTH THIS PAGE IS DEVOTED TO THE  EXHIBITION OF STUDENT  SUPPLIES.) 



Canada  by the Rosicrucian Museum,  received  exceptional  acclalm in his first showing m San Jose.  Above is 
Vladimir Tretchikoff, the South  African artlst, whose sensational exhibit is being sponsored m America and 

a partial view of the  throngs  that packed the  Rosicrucian Art  Gallery on the  opening  day of the exhibition 
June 26. At  the  time of going to press of this  publication, over eight  thousand persons have  attended the exhi: 
bltion,  which  will  continue until August 1st. /DLA+, .  I... A I I . I n D n I  



you GGM Influence  Others 
I 

With  Your  Thinking! 
T RY IT SOME TIME. Concentrate  intently 

upon  another person seated in a  room with 
you, without his noticing it.  Observe  him gradu- 
ally  become  restless  and  finally turn and look in 
your direction. Simple-yet it is apositive  demon- 
stration that  thought generates  a mental energy 
which can  be  projected from  your  mind to the 
consciousness  of  another. Do you  realize how 
much of your success  and  happiness  in  life  de- 
pend upon your influencing others? Is it  not 
important  to  you  to have others  understand 
your point of view-to be receptive to your 
proposals? 

Demonstrable Facts 
How many  times  have  you  wished there were 
some way you  could  impress another favorably- 
get  across to  him  or her your ideas? That thoughts 
can  be  transmitted,  received,  and  understood by 
others is now scientifically  demonstrable. The 
tales of miraculous  accomplishments  of mind 
by the ancients  are  now known to be fact-not 
fable. The method whereby  these  things  can  be 
intentionally, not  accidentally,  accomplished  has 
been  a  secret long cherished by the Rosicrucians 
-one of the schools  of  ancient  wisdom  existing 
throughout the  world. To thousands  everywhere, 
for centuries, the Rosicrucians have privately 

taught this nearly-lost  art of the practical  use 
of  mind  power. 
This FREE Book Points Out The Way 
The Rosicrucians (not a  religious organization) 
invite you to explore the  powers of your  mind. 
Their sensible, simple suggestions  have  caused 
intelligentmenandwomentosoartonewheights 
of accomplishment. They will show  you how to 
use your natural forces and  talents to do things 
you now  think are beyond your ability. Use  the 
coupon  below and send  for a copy of the fascinat- 
ing sealed free book,  “The Mastery of Life,” 
which explains how you  may  receive  this  unique 
wisdom and benefit  by its application to your 
daily  affairs. 

3E ROSICRUCIANS 
(AMORC) 

Scribe S. P. C.,The Rosicrucians, AMORC, 
Rosicrucian  Park,  San Jose, California. 

Mastery of Life.” I am interested  in learning how I 
Kindly send me a  free  copy of the book, “The 

may receive  instructions about the full use  of my 
natural powers. 
Name 

Address  State II 
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THOUGHT OF THE  MONTH 
RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE 

T I S  generally  conceded 
that religious inclination 
is primarily a  psychic 
and emotional motivation 
rather  than intellectual. 
In fact, the  very  element 
of faith, so psychological- 
ly necessary  to religion, 
is diametrically o posed 

to rationalism. The dogmas anztheo- 
logical precepts of most  religious  sects 
if exposed to impersonal, cold analysis 
would be found  wanting in substance. 
The only  way  that  faith can survive in 
religion  is for the devotee  to  hold with 
Thomas  Aquinas that those elements 
which comprise religion transcend  the 
inquiry of human reason. The religious 
life is indulged for a  psychical and emo- 
tional satisfaction. It is intended to pro- 
vide personal peace, to remove  a mental 
aggravation which objective experience 
and rationalism have failed to do. 

The constituents of the religious  be- 
lief and  their relationship to material 
things, to natural causes and actual 
events, are of no im ortance except in 
the effect they  may l a v e  upon the  in- 
dividual. The shining, sparkling, tinsel 
pinwheel, for analogy, delights the 
child. The  adult smiles at the simplicity 
of the child’s pleasure. He knows that 
the pinwheel is not  made of rare metals, 
that  it embodies nothing of intrinsic 
value. He could take it apart, remove 
its  bright coating, and reveal the  drab 
paper,  the inexpensive metallic paint, 
and  the common,  wooden handle. The 

The  adult realizes that the child’s  satisfac- 
Rosicrucian tion is had  only in  the composite of 

these things, their intangible impact Digest upon the imagination and the emotions. 
August Though rationalizing may often dull, 
1953 if not rob, the religionist of much of his 
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spiritual satisfaction, yet  he should not 
entirely exclude from his religious life 
the power to reason. He is  obliged for 
humanitarian reasons, for the  very 
brotherhood of man which his spiritual 
precepts ex ound, to subject some of his 
beliefs to t i e  clear light of the mind. 
It is the persistent refusal to look with 
an open mind at one’s  religious  convic- 
tions and traditional notions that has 
caused  religious intolerance. Some of 
the bloodiest wars, amounting to mas- 
sacres, have been the  result of religious 
conflicts or incited by  them  under politi- 
cal guise. 

Agreement on a few  fundamental 
principles would obviate those  objec- 
tionable notions  which engender  hatred 
and cause mass murder  in the name of 
divine purpose. The first question the 
religionist must ask  himself  is whether 
he is  a  believer in polytheism or in 
monotheism. Is there to him a multi- 
plicity of gads, divine or superior be- 
ings, or  but a sole reality? Has  he  but 
chosen in his reli ion the deity whose 
avouched spirituay qualities appeal to 
him most, just as he would  select  one 
book from a  shelf in preference to 
others? If one makes  a  choice from a 
number of possible divine entities or 
agencies, then, logically, there is the 
probability that his selection  was an 
error. Those who chose another deity 
from  the  same  plurality of divine beings 
might  have been more  accurate in their 
selection. However, the Jew, the Chris- 
tian,  and  the Mohammedan, for exam- 
ple, are not polytheistic; they  are mono- 
theists. To them  there is but one ever- 
living, supreme being, call it  what  they 
will. The majority of these devotees 
will present reasons having a  phllo- 
sophical and metaphysical connotation 



as to why  there could  be only an initial 
and  eternal  single god  of all existence. 

The recognition of a sole god is an 
excellent premise  upon  which to build a 
unity of religious thought. It is the  ad- 
mission that  there is a common reality 
of a  divine  nature;  to seek for any other 
divine  substance  or to  claim any other 
would rationally be an error if this 
premise is accepted. Such reasoning is 
therefore  a  prerequisite for religious 
faith. It strengthens rather  than de- 
tracts  from it. Building further upon 
this premise, we  have  the pro osition 
that if there is but one  divine Eein it 
must be the  same  for  all mankind. T%is 
divine being as  an  initial cause must 
remain  unchanged,  although it may 
impart motion to  all else that comes 
from  its  nature. For, if the divine 
reality  were to change then  there would 
be no sole  God, but  as  many different 
beings as  there  were changes. A thing 
is b the qualities  which it displays. If 
it aKers its qualities, it is not the same 

The Sole God Dltfere 
thing. 

We find that  men proclaiming the 
existence of an unchanging divine  be- 
ing will yet describe its nature differ- 
ently. Their explanations are so diverse 
that even the sects who are monothe- 
istic will not recognize each other’s 
ods. Here  we come upon  a basic  con- 

8ict: the contending that  there is a sole 
reality,  but a disagreement upon  its 
nature. The conflict is reality versus 
conception. The solution might  be 
reached simply if the absolute nature 
of the  realit of the divine being, could 
be perceive2 If there  were  a  standard 
for comparin the  human conception 
with  the absofute nature of the divine 
being, then  what constitutes the  right 
and  the wrong notions  would be known. 
The divine  being  is realized through 
the  human consciousness. There is no 
uniformity in  human comprehensions. 
The consciousness but  mirrors, as a  re- 
flection, the ima  e of the absolute, the 
divine reality. fhus,  no mortal  truly 
perceives the divine being in its pris- 
tine state. 

The sensations man  has of that  tran- 
scendental  state  which he perceives as 
the divine are  interpreted in terms of 
his experience. The ideas of  God in  the 
mind of each  individual  must be  clothed 

with those qualities which he conceives 
as far exceeding his own. The weak- 
nesses and limitations which  one admits 
are  inherent in his own being, must  be 
absent from  the ideal of  God which  he 
has. The god  of every  mortal is a 
transcendental personality. He not only 
exceeds the individual himself, but also 
every excellence of function, power or 
attribute,  which one is able  to see in 
mankind. The god  of each man con- 
stitutes the summum bonum, the  high- 
est good of which he  can conceive. 

The  only  similarity between the sole 
reality, the absolute, and  the  mortal 
conception of same,  is this  quality of 
goodness. This goodness is positive in 
every respect, as representing perfec- 
tion, infinity,  eternit omnipotence, 
and omniscience. All tgose  who  believe 
in monotheism, the sole deity, have  this 
conception in common; it is their one 
point of unity. It is only  when  one as- 
sociates other notions vvlth this idea of 

L m a n  e? 
oodness-trying to relate it to terms of 

erience or t+ng to reduce it 
to codes o morals, etlvcs and creeds- 
that  its singleness of nature disappears. 

To  the individual, God must be an 
exalted sensation, not an idea. The sole 
reality  can be  experienced as  one would 
view a magnificent sunset or hear  an 
exquisite symphony,  but no  attempt 
must  be  made to convey the sensation 
had in words. There  are no ideas which 
can be transmitted  b word of mouth, 
or inscribed, which wis brin to the con- 
sciousness of another  the i 3 entical ex- 
perience! It is  wholly an emotional sat- 
Isfaction that is intimate and personal. 
There  can be no divine reality  to any 
individual, no  matter how plausibly 
presented, that does not  arouse  this 
psychic ecstasy, this exquisite sensation 
that constitutes the  spiritual awareness. 
God is therefore, at  all times, a direct, 
a mystical revelation deep within  the 
consciousness of the individual. The 
experience is had  internally,  rather 
than externally. Theological definitions, 
preachments, and hilosophical analysis 
are,  at best, sym E olic representations. 
They  but stimulate the consciousness 
by which the self may ascend to a 
realization of the  eater  reality,  which 
it psychically anremotionally experi- 
ences as God. 

It is psychologically  impossible for 
us not  to cloak our sensations in the 
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form of ideas, that is, to give them the 
substance of the qualities of our ex- 
penences. The framework of experi- 
ence is had objectively. Each  experience 
is identified with  the qualities of one 
or more of the senses. Every subjective 
im ulsation, every sensation, arising wikin the higher levels of our con- 
sciousness, eventually is translated in 
the objective mind  into  the  qualities of 
our senses. We could not  realize an 
amorphous sensation. How would we 
think of that which would  be without 
dimension and such qualities, for ex- 
ample, as hot,  cold, soft, hard, sweet, 
sour, and  the various colors? Conse 
quently,  the divine  impulsation  becomes 
swathed in ideas having the qualities of 
the senses. The elements of every mor- 
tal experience which  have  contributed 
sensations-that to any degree are simi- 
lar to  this  realization of the d iv inea re  
associated or contrasted with it. The 
divine is conceived to excel what  man 
thinks  as the acme of visual beauty, of 
harmon of sound, and of exquisite 
hysicarand intellectual pleasure. The 

res, accustomed the  individual is to ab- 
straction, to concerning himself with 
visionary, lof notions, the  more con- 
crete, earthy, ?I ecomes his idea of God. 

This grounding of the experience of 
the divine reality,  this  immuring it with 
ideas  engendered by  the qualities of our 
senses, is mostl without  our volition. 
The idea of GOB  and  the realization of 
the divine are most often  had simul- 
taneousl . As a result, this  mental 
image o?God appears  to be  theophanic, 
an  actual perce tion of the divine  being. 
The idea and &e  sensation are thought 
to be  one. The  truth  and the  falsity in 
the same e erience are not easily dis- 
tinguished.?he  conception is the God 
of the Heart of the person. The self- 
evidence of the  mystxal consciousness, 
the realization of the goodness of the 
Divine  reality, is transferred to the 
image had of it. 

Mortal Mind in Conflict 
Each individual, in his zeal and  fer- 

vent devotion, will ex  ound the descrip- 
T h e  tion of his  image of 8od  to others. His ~~~i~~~~~~~ devotion will cause him to refute  any 
Digest other  image  or “idea of God“ had by 

another. The eventual conflict is not 
August over the  intangible  nature of the experi- 
1953 ence  had  by  the individuals, but because 
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of their  attempt  to objectify it. The 
conflict is not concerned with the es- 
sence of spirituality,  but rather with the 
form in which it is intellectually em- 
bodied.  Since the monotheist  conceives 
that  there is but one God, he believes 
his image of Him to be a true reflection; 
all  other  ima es are  by contrast  thought 
to be  false. h his devotion to the  true 
and  only God, he feels justified in using 
all  means to criticize, ridicule, damn 
and even destroy, all  other conceptions 
which oppose his own. 

Religious intolerance is not  intended 
by the average  individual  as  a negative, 
destructive violation of the beliefs of 
others. The religionist who is bigoted 
actually seeks to venerate, to exalt, the 
sole  God as he experiences and images Him. If theolo@ans and  the various 
sects, their  nests  and clergymen, 
would desist prom ecclesiastical defini- 
tions of the mystical  experience of God, 
reli$ious intolerance would  be greatly 
h n i s h e d .  No man can know  God in 
an intellectual sense, but  all  can experi- 
ence Him. If men  cannot agree on the 
mundane  affairs of the da their social 
obligations and political addiations, why 
should they presume that  their  mortal 
minds are capable of visualizing  God in 
the limited  terms of human experience? 

The fundamental  elements in religion 
are: the  nature of God, His  relation to 
man,  and man’s  approach to Him. All 
of these  notions are conditioned by  the 
finite nature of the  human intelligence. 
They  are  mortal evaluations. Theologi- 
cal presentations of these  topics are  but 
opinions. If one becomes  dogmatic, he 
excludes from his circle all those minds 
whose intellect and imagination  either 
transcend  his  or are not  equal to his 
own. There  can  never be  a  universal 
conception of God, but  there  can be a 
universal religion. The  latter would 
need to be  devoted to the ex  ansion of 
the consciousness of the  ingvidual so 
that his experience of the sole reality 
would  become  more  all-embracing. This 
universal religion would by necessity 
return  to  pure mysticism. It would  be 
the cultivating of a consciousness of the 
unity of the individual self with the 
Cosmic, of which it is an extension. The 
God  idea  began as an individual e T r i -  
ence. It must  continue  as such 1 we 
are to abolish the iniquities of religious 
persecution. 





The  Death  Ray 
t 

By DR. H. SPENCER LE’WIS, F. R. C. 

Digest, October, 1934), Dr. Lewis reveals his intimate knowledge of the  existence and  control 
Editorial  Note: In  the  following  article (first published nineteen years  ago, Rosicrucian 

of atomic energy,  which he calls  the “death ray.”  Not only does it prove  that  atomic  power 
has  been  for  a long  time experimented with  in secret  laboratories  but it reveals that a “neu- 
tralizing wave”  was  already then in the possession of a few conscientious men of science. 

This is only one of the many records left  by Dr. Lewis, late Imperator of the  Rosicmcian 
Order, AMORC, which  foretells  the  coming of outstanding  scientific  achievements. 

o MUCH has been written 
and spoken in recent  
years  re  arding the dis- 
covery of a  “death ray,” 
and  a  great  number of 
people have recalled that 
there  were veiled refer- 
ences to such  a scientific 
achievement in the writ- 

! Corelli, that  a large por- 
tion of the Rosicrucians in North 
America are anxious to know  some- 
thing definite about the death ray and 
its possibilities. 

In  the  fiist place, a ray  or beam of 
vibrations or radiations that  can destroy 
living matter  is not  somethin 
Some of the fish in the sea an 8 some new* 

face of the earth have  the  ability to 
animals living above and  on  the  sur- 

send  from their bodies certain invisible 
electric, ma etic, or  other  forms of 
energy  or  virations which  destroy liv- 
ing matter. 

There have been known to science 
for  man years certain radiations from 
electrica T tubes  which may destroy liv- 

The ing tissue, and even the  very  valuable 

Rosicrucian be harmful because of the destructive 
natural product known as radium  may 

Digest qualities of its  emanations. 
August 
1953 

The radiations from  the  avera  e  X 
ray  tube  are  highly destructive an! thai 
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is why  the operators of X-ray  equip- 
ment  and  the nurses and  attendants at 
such places must rotect themselves 
from It. It is said t ia t  a  few seconds’ 
use of the  X-ra  upon the  human body 
sterilizes such ro&es b destro ing the 
vital reproductive c e L  wiKin  the 
body, and  certainly  the  rays also de- 
stroy diseased  tissue or  other living 
cells,  be the  healthy  or  unhealthy. 
These  rays ? rom the  X-ray  tube  can 
reach to a  great  distance and cause de- 
structive manifestations. In one notable 
case an elder1 woman living in a 
wheel  chair at Ker window a  thousand 
feet away  from  a hospital room where 

ally burned by the g r a y  which  reached 
the  X-ray was bein  used,  was gradu- 

from  the hospital across an open park 
to where  she was sitting at  her window 
during  the daytime. 

From  all of this it  can be seen that 
science has  not  revealed  a  new  law  or 
any princi le in nature  in developing 
anything  &at might be  called a  death 
ray. On the  other  hand, in a  certain 
laboratory, presided  over b  eminent 
specialists (the location an 1 name of 
which I cannot  reveal), there was  de- 
veloped a special form of invisible radi- 
ating  energy  that could reach  out to 
conslderable distances and at certain 
focal points cause  all living matter to 



become immediately  inactive and a 
breaking-down  process to begin at once. 
This  very  wonderful application of nat- 
ural laws was  discovered and evolved 
just  a  few  years ago, and  in  all of the 
early experiments it was conclusively 

roved and demonstrated that as the 
sua1 energies constituting this beam 
were brought to focalize upon  each 
other at a distant point or drected in 
unison to  a  distant point, a  terrific de- 
struction of livin matter of all kinds 
would immediate P y result. The beam 
was passed  over  vegetation and small 
animals, over trees and larger growing 
things, and  there was an  immediate 
destruction of life. 

It must be apparent  to  everyone  that 
such  a scientific achievement constitutes 
one of the most  marvelous and  at  the 
same time most horrible  means of de- 
struction. If such an invisible beam 
were focused upon and moved across 
a  large army of men, it would eliminate 
the  arm  and bring  immediate cessation 
to all oltheir activities. From  the tests 
made  it would  seem that if such a beam 
were focused  upon an airplane  or battle- 
ship, not  only would all  human bein s 
upon them  be destroyed but  there woufd 
be set up a  counter action !n the elec- 
tronic  vibrations and  atomc  structure 
of the  airplane or battleship that would 
cause many of its elements to fall  a art 
and to weaken them  and cause Jem 
to explode or disintegrate. 

caaUonr 
The question  often  asked is why  the 

discovery and invention  has  not been 
applied in recent  warfare activities* 
and  why  the method has  not been of- 
fered to one of the countries of the 
world for use in warfare. 

M understanding in this re  ard is 
basel  upon  some very  intimate Inowl- 
edge, and I am ha py to say  that  the 
men who have wor R ed  upon this  great 
scientific achievement have been reluc- 
tant not  only to let the world  know 
anything about it, but  have been reluc- 
tant to allow the process to be used for 
warfare. There IS a  popular st0 to 
the effect that  the process has Teen 
offered to the United States and  either 
refused or accepted and buried away 
to  prevent  anyone  from  using it, but I 
* reference to World War I 

do not believe this to be  true. I be- 
lieve that  the process has been  demon- 
strated  to  certain officials of several 
governments only  as  a  warning of what 
might be achieved or  attained in some 
other laboratories at some time in  the 
future. 

I know,  however, that those who are 
in  possession of this  eat secret process 
do not want it used P. or warfare  and  are 
cooperating with Cosmic principles in 
preventin the misuse of it.  The process 
probably fl as some very legitimate  con- 
structive  use in various activities of the 
world, but  to release it to any one  gov- 
ernment  for use  would be  manifestly 
unfair  from a Cosmic point of view. 
Any one government  owning and pos- 
sessing such a process  exclusively and 
developing it so that it could  be  used 
by a !ar e army of specialized workers 
on  alrp P anes, battleships, and  land, 
would  soon  be able to conquer all  other 
nations and destroy much of the world 
in an ambitious campaign directed 
towarithat end. To release such  knowl- 
edge  free1 to  all nations  would mean 
to  tempt  t H em  all  to use it,  and in such 
a  campaign the governments of the 
world mi ht soon destroy each other 
and  all o f  the nations or peoples, and 
thereby  brin  on  the  greatest havoc 
that  the  worlf has  ever seen. 

Think of the predicament in which 
scientists would find themselves upon 
realizing that  they had discovered and 
evolved  such a process and upon further 
realizing that  what  they held in their 
laboratory  or in their  minds as a pro- 
cess  could  destroy the world or wipe 
out of existence other  nations  and  other 
governments. What restless nights and 
what a  terrific sense of dire responsi- 
bility  must wei h upon  them! Is it  any 
wonder, then,  #at such men have  been 
reluctant to demonstrate  or make known 
their process  exce t to  a secret few and 
then  only  with t R e  reservation of the 
real secret whereby the process might 
be applied or used in  a  general manner 
for  warfare? 

Certainly, the Cosmic  would step in 
and reveal to others in such circum- 
stances just  what  has  recently been 
discovered in another laboratory, name- 
ly, a  neutralizing wave that probably 
will succeed in neutralizing some of the 
effects of this “death  ray.” In  other 
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words, the Cosmic is  already  revealing 
to some men a safeguard against  this 
destructive process, but fortunate1 the 
men who ossess the real knowyedge 
regarding  t R e  death ray are not making 
themselves any  party to the  darker 
forces of the universe in destroying life 
and propert . For this reason, it is 
more than  gkely  that the  death ray 
will  remain  a secret for  many  years  or 
many centuries. 

A nigher Law 
It is  not in keeping with Cosmic law 

that  any one naQon, any one  govern- 
ment, or any small  group of individuals 
shall conquer and destroy the rest of 
the world. Any nation  or  group of indi- 
viduals having such an ambition  would 
soon find that  their desires were  bring- 
ing destruction  to  themselves. It is an 
immutable  law of the Cosmic that  he 
who seeks to destroy  because of selfish 
ambitions, or  he who  seeks to  conquer 
undeservingly,  sooner or  later destro s 
himself or  is conquered  by  those wio  
will  restrain  his  cruel ambitions. 

I hope, therefore, that  our members 
will  understand the  real roblems in- 
volved in connection with tiis and simi- 
lar scientific discoveries and achieve- 
ments  and  that in talking about the 
potential and possible  powers that one 
group of individuals may have  over 
others  throughout the world, they will 
remember that  the Cosmic creative and 
productive laws  have  maintained in- 
creasing numbers of human life on this 
planet  and are furthering  the advance- 
ment of human existence by protecting 
it and safeguardin it against unneces- 
sary destruction. bnly those  forms of 
destruction  such as famines, disease, 
pestilence, storms, and strifes,  which 
constitute  a art of the evolutionary 
processes of t K e world, are tolerated by 
Cosmic law  as necess 
scheme of things. Man = P t h e 7 Y t  as  never  een 
given the right,  nor will he be permit- 
ted to assume the right, of making  him- 
self or his y p  of associates conquerors 
of the wor d  or  the  direct  and immedi- 
ate destroyers of any large portion of 
human exlstence or of human activities. 

V A V  

FOR YOUR CHILD 

Save your children the task of unlearning  a  myriad of half-truths  and misconcep- 
tions with which most people grow  up.  Do them  a favor  by  letting them grow  with 
proper concepts of the universe in which  they live. Let  them  pour over  the  beautiful 
illustrations  and  largetype contents of our special  children’s books. Child of the Sun 
by  Margaret  Dulles  Edwards,  and Beginnings of Earth and Sky by  Sophia  L.  Fahs, 
are  written in a style  especially  appealing  to  children  between the ages of nine and 
frfteen  years. 

In  Child of the Sun is an  amazing  portrayal of the  life and childhood of the  great 
Pharaoh,  Amenhotep IV, who by  realizing  the one God influenced the  future of reli- 
gious thought.  This book, priced at  only $2.25  (16/1 sterling)  per copy,  postpaid. 

The Beginnings of Earth and Sky contains  entrancing  stories  about  creation.  This 
book gives  rational  answers  to  the  inevitable  questions of “Why?” asked  by  children. 
I t  uniquely  correlates science and religious  sentiment in a  way  that appeals  to  the 
imagination of children.  Nonsectarian.  Price only $2.00 (14/4 sterling),  postpaid. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
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The Great Pyramid, a Symbol of Seven 
We are  indebted for this explanation  and  diagram to P. M. Cacloudis, F.R.C., 

of Alexandria, Egypt. 

The number Seven in  the evolution- 
ary progression of cycles denotes  acqui- 
sition, It is  a composite number  and 
not just  one  unit. It consists of three 
and of four: the  triangle in  the square, 
or  the  pyramid  on  a base. 

Thus,  the  Great  Pyramid of Cheops 
(138 metres  high) is the symbol of 
Seven. The Square, which  equals the 
number four, represents  the foundation 
of the  Earth. For any creation  a  duality 
is necessary, and  the manifestation of 
the  thing created is represented by 
three, signifying that something had 

been  completed at the  third point. Thus 
something had been begun in the  next 
state of construction carrying  the work 
to the  fourth point which  cannot be 
completely  finished until  the  next point 
of perfection is attained. The triangle, 
or  the  number three, indicates a com- 
plete building of perfect manifestation. 
The foundation of four  is essential in 
order to have something  added onto it. 

The  Triangle on the vertex of the 
Square signifies that  the  thing  had been 
completed and  had  a perfect manifesta- 
tion representing the  number Seven. 

? ABSOLUTE 
I unmanifested +'$ ABSOLUTE 

manifested 
Logos 

F O U R  T H R E E  P Y R A M I D  P Y R ~ M I D  
(7) (71 (71 (7) 
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The Magic Wand 
By RODMAN  R.  CLAYSON, Grand Master 

4~ always  has been fas- 
cinated  by the mysteri- 
ous, by that which is not 
easily understood, thus 

roviding  for himself 
ertile grounds for m i s -  

conce tions and supersti- 
tious {eliefs.  Undoubted- 
ly much  magic  evolved 

because man, not  being satisfied with 
his  environment  and  state of affairs, 

F 

desired to know what  the  future held 
for him. He desired  to win  supernatu- 
ral favor  or the favor of his superiors 
for  furthering his own interests. 

According to magic,  action of some 
kind  accompanying an oath or a  curse 
is supposed to  generate  a s ecial power. 
Magxians wrongly conten B that a  curse 
or evil thought can  be transmitted 
through space from  the  mind of a per- 
son and  bring about harm  or destruc- 
tion. In pagan beliefs, a  curse  was 
thought to be  more effectual if there 
was  a benevolent spirit to carry it; 
thus is seen the creation of satanic 
power. It would  seem that, by nature, 
man is bound to  jump at conclusions. 
His persistent credulity causes him to 
place  more faith  in  other beings, things, 
and forces, than  in himself. 

If you  doubt the hold  which super- 
stitious beliefs and magic have  upon 
man, it is  only necessar  to recall the 
belief of your friends, anBperhaps  your- 
self, in the  number 13 whlch is thou ht 

T h e  to be unlucky-particularly, if Fri f ay 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  occurs  on the  thirteenth of the  month. 

Also, there is the assumption that if two 
Digest things occur, a  third is bound to hap- 
August pen; that bad  luck must follow the ac- 
1953 cidental  breaking of a  mirror,  or if a 
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black cat crosses  one’s path;  and  that 
some disaster may follow if one  walks 
beneath  a  ladder. We may smile, per- 
haps, and  say  that it is incredible that 
peo le should believe that  their  life 
coufd  be affected by such  occurrences; 
and  yet such beliefs persist all  around 
us. A belief in these and hundreds of 
other  similar ideas provides fertile 
ground for  the exercise of magic. 

cedures and &vices through which man 
Magic ma consist of various  pro- 

can attain control of mysterious powers 
which  surround him. This also helps 
him to have an advantage over other 
individuals or groups, so he thinks. 
When a person  does not feel strong 
enough to invoke the necessa  powers, 
he seeks the service of one w I K  o claims 
to have the power. 

I t  has  always been  construed that  the 
power of magic is communicated in 
some supernatural  manner; therefore, 
the  rites or spells involved must be er- 
formed with great precision, accorgng 
to  ma ic. The rites  include  formulas 
as we1 7 as various actions. Those  who 
execute their so-called  magical  powers 
feel that  their power is maintained  as 
Ion as  they keep their  formulas secret 
a n f   i n  their  own possession. Many 
feel that  their power has been handed 
down to them from their ancestors; and 
they, of course, will hand  it on to de- 
serving members of the  family,  perhaps 
those  who  succeed them in carryin  on 
their magical practices. Miracu Y ous 
magical realizations are supposed to be 
had  throu h one’s  belief m charms, 
words, spel s, rituals, and dances. 

Ma ‘c is and always  has been  used 
for isoTated interests and  irrational pas- 



sions. Magic and its  rituals have  been 
used to make crops  give an abundant 
yield, to  make weapons more effective 
m war, and ships at sea  more sea- 
worthy. Boldness and coura e also 
arise as  the result of faith an! belief 
in  the processes of magic. The belief 
in  and  the practice of magic have ex- 
isted thousands of years. In olden 
times, in response to the admonition of 
the pagan priests, people  brought  offer- 
ings  to the gods; and m ritualistic cere- 
monies the priests sought to  attract 
the attention of the fickle gods. It was 
thought that magic  was a protector, and 
likewise a destroyer. A sorcerer, for 
instance, believed  himself to be beyond 
the laws of the land. An eclipse of the 
sun was  thought  to be  brought  about 
by magic. 

Another erroneous  belief which still 
survives is  that  man  is not entirely  re- 
sponsible for his own acts, that much 
of his  misfortune is bestowed upon him 
by the lanets and stars. There  are 
sup oseb; good stars and anets  as 
welf as Jose  that  bring .%kt one’s 
undoing.  Strong,  too, has been the be- 
lief in invisible spirits and gods.  Some 
of these entities dwelt in stone or  in 
wooden idols. 

Purveyors of ma ‘c found it neces- 
sary to evolve elaforate  rituals  and 
ceremonies,  which  included idol wor- 
ship. This was best exemplified in an- 
cient Egypt, where  multitudinous gods 
represented  practically  every  important 
concept. 

In the lon list of those who practice 
magic,  or  $ink they do, are seers, 
oracles, pro hets, conjurers, witches, 
sorcerers. TEere are those  who say that 
they can  tell  your future because of 
divine revelations which  they  have had. 
Evil entities, devils,  demons,  charms, 
amulets, potions, omens, portents, in- 
cantations, are  all a part of the stock 
in trade of magicians. In order for his 
trade to be successful he  must  main- 
tain  fear  and superstition in the minds 
of those who seek his aid. Such trade 
is made  easy because man is endowed 
with  innate curiosity, a curiosity to 
know  what lies around the corner, what 
is goin to happen tomorrow,  how he 
can fin! a  fortune  perhaps. 

The magic of prediction is em  loyed 
by those  who read the pips on pyaying 
cards, by  those  who read tea leaves, 

numbers,  the  number of letters in  your 
name, and  by palmists. 

Apparently  man,  by  nature, is not 
happy  nor satisfied. Consciously and 
unconsciously, he seeks for blessings 
which will  make the  future more  prom- 
ising. That this  is so is  borne  out  b the 
le ends, traditions, and mythoyo 
wbch include  stones  about CmdereE 
Aladdin’s Lam , and numerous others. 
This is exemphed even in American 
folk son s, which,  for the most part, 
are  far Lorn cheerful. 

The Search for  Anewers 
Philosopher  Hegel wrote that magic 

has existed in  all times and among all 
people; and this is not an understate- 
ment. Belief in magic has, indeed, ex- 
erted  a  tremendous influence on  man- 
kind. It would  seem that a  nefarious 
influence has  far outweighed the benef- 
icent. There has  always been a belief 
in good and evil spirits, symbolized by 
light and darkness. The night  was  made 
even  more  dark  by the activities of evil- 
doings of spirits. The light of day 
chased away  the forces of evil. That 
is  why we say  that knowledge is sym- 
bolized by li ht  or by  a  lamp. The 
light of knowfedge has been a  wand,  a 
magic  wand,  which has banished so- 
called evil forces and demons of the 
night,  superstition and ignorance. Ac- 
tually  the spirits  or demons or eyil 
forces are  merely thought-concepts y- 
en impetus  through fear  and mlsbe ef. 

Magic  includes the divining of the 
future  and of hidden things. It is  said 
that  the nightmares of the Greeks  be- 
came associated with magical ractices 
in which were conjured up J e  dead, 
and a belief in ghosts,  witches, and  oth- 
er  ap aritions. People  sought oracles 
for  t E: e  answers to their problems. 
Oracles and omens played an influen- 
tial  part in the lives of the people. The 
gods had  to be  consulted  before enter- 
mg into  war. Oftentimes an oracle or 
soothsayer was  the cause of a  war.  Any 
unusual occurrence was  interpreted  as 
a  portent, something of a  supernatural 
nature.  That such beliefs prevailed im- 
plied a lack of knowledge of cause and 
effect, and  particularly of nature’s  laws. 

Michael Scot, astrologer to Emperor 
Frederick I1 in the  13th  century, gave 
much  attention to  magic. He ex lamed 
how conjurers mixed  blood wit[ their 
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ritualistic  water because  demons were 
attracted  to blood.  Conjurers sacrificed 
human flesh. They used the blood from 
the hearts of doves to  draw  ma ‘cal 
circles while they  carried  on  diabofcal 
incantations. Witches  were said to be 
the slaves of the devil,  or evil forces, 
while  the  ma ’cian was the commander. 
He  controllefthe spirits. 

Then  there were necromancers. 
Through  their magic  words dust in de- 
teriorated coffins  would take shape, so 
it was thought, and rise from the long- 
forgotten past. Astrologers were con- 
sulted. Astrologers said that every- 
thing  in  the world is re ulated and 
guided  upon the universa? system of 
order. They found such  a  system, they 
said, in the stars. Thus the people  con- 
sulted the astrologers who  were  able 
to read  the  stars so that  they might 
learn of favorable  periods-times when 
the stars would perhaps  exert  their 

bhalf. 
reatest influence and  strength in their 

Chiromancy did and does prevail. 
This was the  study of the lines, mark- 
ings, and shape of the  hand.  Character 
and destiny were said to be  found  there. 
Furthennore,  chiromancy was  prophet- 
ic, for  it offered  omens. There was said 
to be  a certain  amount of magic in 
gestures, in the  way one looks a t  a 
person, in the  way one s eaks, or  in 
what one says vocally. -F hus we see 
the evolution of the magic of words 
and  the superstition of the Evil Eye. 

It is uestionable that less  magic is 
racticel today than in  the past. We 

End magicians  among palmists, healers, 
mediums, soothsayers, and  fortunetell- 
ers, and even  among unscrupulous  pur- 
veyors of so-called  psychology. Today 
there is still  prevalent a  belief in amu- 
lets, charms, or lucky  stones. The car- 

ng of a blue  stone in your pocket is 
ought to brin you good fortune.  On 

the other h a n t  the  same  blue stone 
placed in the  path of a  person  whom 
you dislike is thought  to  bring  him 
misfortune. 

Thousands of years ago the Mosaic 
reli ‘on  opposed  magic of any kind. 

The Go& laws and power were  implicit. 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  I t  was not  right to use  magic to tamper 

with God’s laws. The Mosaic religion, 
Digest however,  was an out owth of magic; 
August and it was believed t r at miracles er- 
1953 formed brought  divine  blessings an t in -  

r 
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hence.  Anything  not in accord with 
the owers  evoked was  satanic  or of 
the l e d .  

During Plato’s time magic  was le a1 
ized. It was  fitting and proper  $ai 
magic  be used. Prevalence of such  be- 
lief is indicated in  the words of Em- 
peror Julian who, in  the  4th  century 
A.D., said: “Ma  the gods grant me the 
privilege of cele l rating  many times the 
sacred feast.” With death  drawing  near, 
Julian cried out: “Why bewail  a soul 
ready  to join the jenie of the stars.” 

Ukldeu Worlelr 
The work of the alchemists of later 

times  was thought to  have been inspired 
b devils. The knowled  e  which the 
achemists sought was t%ought to be 
forbidden and would  cause man to 
rival his Creator. Today we take great 
pride in investieating the hidden  works 
of nature,  for rn doin so we  are  no 
longer  considered sacde  ‘ous. In his 
writings, Roger  Bacon s a i f  “First I will 
tell you about the admirable works of 
art and  nature.  Afterwards, I shall de- 
scribe their causes and  their form. 
There is no magic  connected with this, 
for magic is inferior to such  things 
and  unworthy of them.”  Bacon  was re- 
ferring to the practices of Black  Magic, 
of mlsconceived ideas, of wrongly 

laced faith, and  the misuse of natural 
-Ibrces and powers. 

Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, late  Imperator 
of the Rosicrucian  Order,  wrote: “The 

eatest  destructive power which Black 
Eagic seems to possess is  the fear estab- 
lished in the minds of those  who believe 
in it.” He also pointed out  that  it is 
the  fear which we  have in our own 
minds which seems to  gain power and 
bring  disharmony  within ourselves. If 
we will clear our minds of all  fear of 
this kind, Black Magic is robbed of all 
effectiveness. 

In opposition to Black  Magic is White 
Magic  which implies  proper and intel- 
li ent use of our faculties, of knowl- 
e fi ge, and of the forces of Nature which 
prevail all  around us. Scientists and 
philosophers have  sought to understand 
nature’s  forces, universal laws, and  all 
things  having to do with the order of 
nature.  Contrary  to  the work of sci- 
ence, Black Magic does not  rationally 
take  into consideration the or anization 
of human values or  the esta % lishment 



of a  high social moral order. On the 
other  hand, in  the use of White Magic, 
rituals have  been evolved  which, it is 
said, he1 to bring individuals into 
closer reitionship  with nature’s laws 
and  the  Supreme  Power of God. 

ducted,  is much like  a ntua? w & E i  
White Magic, when pro erl 

designed  to bring  about  a  certain result 
or effect. Actually some of its forms 
eventually  added  to the foundations of 
our fields of science. For instance, the 
pagans  performed incantations, the in- 
toning of words in various  ways.  Prob- 
ably unbeknown to the pagans,  was 
the fact that words  spoken orally  are 
sound vibrations. We now  know that 
we live in a  universe of various vibra- 
tions and  combinations of vibrations, 
sound  and  otherwise. The incantations 
of the pagans  were  done in rhythm. 
Today  rhythm,  or the periodicity of 
time between successive incidents, is 
the basis for  much scientific computa- 
tion and calculation. We refer to such 
things as the revolution of the  earth 
eve 24 hours; the daily ap earance 
of z e  sun;  the 28-day perio$ of the 
moon; the tides of the ocean; the move- 
ment of the lanets  and stars; the rev- 
olution of ge earth around our sun 
which  determines the year, etc. With 
the progress of civilization, wiser  men 
became  cognizant of higher  laws  and 
the proper  interpretation of nature’s 
forces and the laws of the universe. 

To  the pagans there was  no acci- 
dental  happening. To them, cause and 
effect were the  result of superstitious 
beliefs, but  with his increase of knowl- 
edge and wisdom, man is more  and 
more  perceiving the fallacy of super- 
stitious concepts. His increase of wis-  
dom  is making possible the  attainment 
of higher  degrees of knowledge and 
understanding. 

Ancient  magicians should not be re- 
garded as imposters, for  they most  cer- 
tainly believed that  they were endowed 
with  supernatural 
w o n  the belief r n a y g F i e e n .  Actu- 

however 

ally 8 e  true knowledge of Nature  and 
her laws  has  not been deliberately con- 
cealed except in certain instances. If 
you  doubt that  the magic of the  an- 
cients is still popular,  think of the crys- 
tal-gazers, the mediums,  and the palm- 
ists who  continue to thrive  today just 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

MONOTHEISM 
curdor, Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum 
By JAMBS C. FBENCH, M.A., F.R.C. 

THE ancient  Egyptians  were  the first 
people to  bring  forth  the concept of a uni- 
versal God. Only  once in Egyptian history 
there  arose the  remarkable  attempt to in- 
troduce true monotheism into religious be- 
lief. The religious  revolt of the poet king, 
Akhenaton  (Amenhotep IV),  is one of the 
most thrilling  and  ins  irational chapters in 
the world’s history. h e n  m e n a t o n  was 
born, Egypt was  under  the heel of the 
arrogant  priesthood of Ammon (14th  centu- 
ry B.C.) that kept the people in idola 

The world  today  continues the i t i e v i t z i  
struggle  toward the  fulfillment of the  noble 
vision  of Akhenaton to make  all  men “just 
Iree, wise  and  mil under  the universal 
h d  concept that h s h s p i r e d  him to write 
-“Thou hast  made me wise in  thy designs 
and  by” thy mi ht”;  .and inspire! him to 
pray- The  wo3d is m thy hand. 

The scheme  by some historians to dis- 
mdit  Akhenaton,  as  a  half-mad,  impractical 
ruler, can never  detract  one  iota  from his 
message of a  cultured  universal  brotherhood 
under the “one  and  only god”  whose power 
he felt  was  manifested in the life-giving 
rays of the sun, and  whom he called the 

Aten  were  required to  live nobly,  to ab 
Father of all mankind. The followers of 

stain  from  all evil, and  thereby promote 

universal peace. 
the  ideal of a  beautiful  world  ruled by 

I t  is no  wonder  such an advanced  thinker 

grand  theology l a d  ever  appeared in the 
as Petrie  was ins ired  to  remark: “NO such 

world before, and it is the  forerunner of the 
later monotheist  religions,  while it is even 
more  abstract  and  impersonal, and may well 
rank  as  scientific theism.” 

tains many priceless  items  from the  City 
The Rosicrucian  Egyptian  Museuin con- 

of the Sun at  Tell  el-Amama, including 
the  personal  rosary  and  seal of Akhenaton. 
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as  they did in the past. Many  men  and 
women  love  games of chance. They  are 
always in search of one kind of fortune 
or another. They  are in search of a 
happier day tomorrow. 

So long as man is curious  about the 
future,  and so long as  he places his 
belief and  faith  in  intermediariecthat 
is, thin s or people,  people who can 
predict 8s future  and  have an influence 
allegedly on  certain laws  which  he does 
not seem to have-such practices will 
be perpetuated. This is evidenced in 
the  fairy tales of every land, which re- 
veal man’s innermost desires, his inner- 
most  wishes that  in some extraordinary 
way  he  may have  marvelous and mirac- 
ulous realizations, 

Pofntfng tbe Way 
Just  as in the past,  today’s magicians 

seem to romise tangible accomplish- 
ments an: good fortune  for  those  who 
seek their counsel. Unfortunately,  these 
peo le  have  not  learned  that  the secret 
of &e,  one’s destiny, and world har- 
mony do not  lie  in  magical  chicanery. 
Philosophers and scientists, as in the 
past, continue to point the  way  for us 
to adapt  ourselves to a finite as well 
as an infinite universe. Through his 
own will and action to knowledge, man 
can come to have an understanding of 
the laws of nature  and use  them con- 
structively. He can  partake of that 

which is divine. If it has accomplished 
nothing else constructive, the magic of 
the ages can provide stimulus for broad- 
er thmking. 

We need  have  no belief in the use 
of Black Magic  on the person or 
sons who  might  interfere  with WE- 
ever  attainment we may have in mind. 
Dismissal of any  magxal belief frees 
one  from fear and endows him  with 
personal ower, making possible the 
accompliszment of  one’s most cherished 
dreams. Within ourselves  we can seek 
the  White Magic of understanding and 
experience whxh will bring  about good 
fortune for us. 

Today, we do not need to seek the 
ower and  advice of a  magician;  we 

$0 not  need to confess our wrongdoings 
to an oracle. We  can  transmute  the 
negative  influence of a magician’s  pow- 
er  (which  is suggestion) to more nght- 
eous and constructive purposes which 
will bring  about inner peace, a life of 
fulfillment and happiness tomorrow. If 
man could but be taught to realize that 
improvement in his affairs and his fu- 

tho ht of todayr Concern for today 
ture rests entire1 upon his acts and 

wil?Ln less concern for tomorrow. 
Dismiss a% fear from the mind.  Ration- 
alize. Let the magic wand, as a s y m -  
bol, re resent a  mind  imbued  with 
knowleige  and intelligence. 

V A V  

’ HOU shalt arrest  the vio- 
lence of the weariless 
winds tha t   a r i s e  and 
sweep the  earth,  layin 
waste the cornfields wi t i  
their  breath;  and again, 
when  thou desirest, thou 

The shalt bring  their blasts 
Rosicrucian back again  with  a  rush. 
Digest Thou shalt cause for men  a seasonable 

drought  after the dark rains, and  a  ain 
August after  the  summer drought  thou s t alt 
1953 produce  the  streams that feed the trees 
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as they  pour  down  from the s .” 
These are  the words of Empedoc 7 es, 

Greek  philosopher  and  physician, ut- 
tered over two  thousand  years ago. 
They were offered  as a  reward to those 
who  would  seek to learn  Nature’s  mys- 
teries. Are we not  on the eve of the 
fulfillment of bpedocles’ prophecy? 
He also declared: “Thou shalt brin 
back from  Hades the life of a dea d 
man.”  Even this is possible, if we 
think of Hades as a  state of mind  from 
which man  can be saved from himself. 



THE MIND READER 
By ARTHUR C. PIEPENBRINK, M.A., F.R.C. 

T was in an old, red-brick 
armory  that 1 had  my 
first mew of a  mentahst, 
more than twenty  years 
ago. He read minds with 

of a f i s t  ser- 
eant ca mg the roll. 

Eerial numbers  on dol- 
lar bills, names of rela- 

tives,  color and size of different objects; 
these  were easily perceived and  named 
by the blindfolded performer  a  hun- 
dred  feet  away. 

Such demonstrations have drawn 
countless thousands of eager witnesses. 
Few eople have not seen or heard of 
such feats.  Even television has  featured 
more than one such mental marvel. 
These demonstrations serve to uphold 
the  contention  that  mind  reading is 
fact and  not fiction. To others, such 
feats are just  mere  trickery. 

One  does not  have to be a student 
of occult or m stical lore to have ex- 
perienced mindIreading in some form. 
It takes only one experience to  verify 
the authenticity of the  phenomenon. 
However,  most  “professional” mind- 
reading depends upon clever illusions 
and staged performances. The  very  un- 
erring  accurac of such performances 
and the  fact Kat  the acts ure staged 
should make this point obvious. A pro- 
fessional who “reads minds”  for  a  living 
could not depend upon  the vacillat- 

the alacriF 

ing, unpredictable  results of true  mind- 
reading. Any  student of mysticism 
knows the vicissitudes of mentalism 
sufficiently well to realize that  the en- 
vironment, state of health of the reader, 
type of audience, and  many  other fac- 
tors enter into  the success or failure 
of the  experiment. 

If mind rea? were as facile. as 
rformances mig t indicate,  ima 6 a  moment  the lengths  to whit%? 

mind  reader could carry his talents. 
Nothing in the  mind of men,  nothi 
behind locked  doors, would be clos2 
to him. He could warn us of our 
enemy’s every  thought. He could  be 
of great aid to humanity  in schools, 
hospitals, and  governmental agencies. 
He could utilize his art in many laces 
and in many wa s. Yet, where o we 
always f i d  him On stage. 

It is important for the  student of 
mysticism to be able  to  differentiate 
between real  mentalism  and pseudo 
mentalism, for if he  attem ts to use 
the  latter as proof of the P ormer,  he 
finds himself on shaky  ground  when 
the  latter is exposed, as it alwa s can 
be. The  frequency with which f have 
heard  students of all grades use 
sional mind-readers as proofs o Potes- mmd 
reading lead me  to write this and the 
next month’s article. 

(to be continued) 

v s 

LODGE ACTIVITIES 
The New York City Lodge, 250 W. 57th  St. will hold its annual F’yramid  Ceremony 

on September  20, 1953  at 3:OO p.m.,  at Inwood Park, New York. Rosicrucian  members 
are invited  to bring their friends to this event. For further information write or tele- 
phone the Lodge. 

The  Ninth  Temple  Degree  initiation  will be conferred on eligible members, Sunday, 
September  27, at 3:OO p.m. 

The Rama  Chapter, 34 Elam Place, Buffalo, N. .Y.,  has  scheduled an  interesting  rally 
for August 29 and 30,  1953.  Among  other things, there will be an unusual film which 
has  been  secured  from the Moody Institute of Chicago. 
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most highly developed and  spiritual1  advanced  members and  workers of the 
The "Cathedral of the Soul" is a Cosmic meeting  place for  all  minds of the 

Rosicrucian  fraternity. It is the  focar point of Cosmic radiations  and  thought 
waves  from  which  radiate  vibrations of health, peace, happiness,  and inner 
awakening.  Various  periods of the  day  are set aside  when many thousands 

the Cathedral at  the time  will receive the benefit of the vibrations.  Those  who 
of minds are attuned with  the Cathedral of the Soul, and  others attuning  with 

are not  members of the organization may  share in the  unusual benefits  as  well 
as  those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various  contacts  with the Cathedral. Copies will be  sent to persons who 
are not  members if they address their requests  for  this book to Scribe S. P. C., 

stamps. (Please state  whether  member or mi-thw is important.) 
care of AMORC Temple  San Jose, California,  enclosing three cents in postage 

ACTIVE 
UR behavior is at all times 
a  matter of pressure from 
various  sources. Civiliza- 
tion has dictated that 
every  member of its so- 
ciety  must conform to 
certain s tandards ,   and  
these become a part of our 
culture.  Our behavior is 

therefore sup osed to conform to the 
pattern  that  gas its roots in a  multi- 
plicity of sources  which underlie the 

type of civilization. $e speak of civili- 
activities that  are a  parent in each 

zation as  one thing, but  the factors 
that have contributed to  it  have come 

The from  many sources. We behave as  we ~~~~~~~~i~~ do  because of the religious, the  moral 
and ethical, principles which have been 

Digest accepted by  the  culture in which we 
August live and which has become a part of 
1953 our  daily practices. 

9.98 

m c s  
Our basic ethics in the  Western world 

are founded u on the Hebrew-Christian 
tradition. T i e  Ten Commandments 
underlie most of the  fundamental be- 
liefs that go into practice in  the lives 
of each of us and form the foundation 
of our  moral concepts. Actually, the 
Ten Commandments are more of an 
ethical code than  the  are a religious 
code. The deal with {ehavior patterns 
of the  inJvidua1; the  tend to estab- 
lish  a  moral conce t w x ich protects the 
rights of the  inJvidua1  and,  at  the 
same time,  permits society to guarantee 
to each  person a fair participation in 
all its rightful functions. In actual 

ractice we  do not consider  too serious- 
fy many of the moral princi les that 
have grown out of these fun x amental 
Commandments. It is true  that few 
of us make  a display of such ideas. 
Although we do not  purposely  attempt 



to  deny  the validity of the rinci les 
encompassed by  the ideals o?the Fen 
Commandments, there is a  tendency 
to permit our ethical beliefs and prac- 
tices to  be passive rather  than to  be 
dynamic. 

Many moral codes tend  to emphasize 
too strongly  the  individualism of any- 
one  who attem  ts to follow his personal 
inclinations. $his is particularly  true 
when  there is no existent belief in  an 
authority to enforce the ethical and 
moral codes under which  we  have lived. 
Those who  believe in a ersonal God- 
one who is no more t R an a  Manlike 
power of Infinite capacity-encoura e 
the idea that God is concerned wi& 
each individual and  with  that individ- 
ual's behavior. As such, every  indi- 
vidual lives in fear of punishment that 
might come from  this personal  God, de- 
pendin u on the ethical code  sup- 
orted %y &s religious belief. The  in- 

gividualist, while acknowledging the 
Being of Divinity, comes to the  realiza- 
tion that growth or evolvement of the 
soul-that  is, our  spiritual potentialities 
-is the responsibility of each of us 
and not something that is necessarily 

directed by an external, personalized 
force. There is danger of misinterpre- 
tation of this point of view. 

Individualism  can be carried  to the 
point where self-interests and self-con- 
cern overshadow the altruistic  tenden- 
cies  which  should ex ress themselves 
in our behavior, Suct  an individual 
does not become a  contributing part of 
society. He is so concerned wth his 
own develo ment that  he forgets he 
must contn%ute to the environment 
which  provides the background for that 
development.  Perfection or abstention 
from evil is not  sufficient in itself to be 
the sole aim of life. Rather, it is ac- 
tivity, such articipation in  the  art of 
living  as migtt be inspired  by the func- 
tion of  good, that is far more im  ortant 
to the well-balanced living o! those 
who would  advance to the realization 
of self and of the Absolute. 

Active ethics is concerned with our 
own experiences of living in a way so 
as to contribute to the growth of our 
o w n  soul and, at  the same  time,  pro- 
vide  some assistance or some impetus 
to  the  growth of those about us. 

V A V  

We  take  great  pleasure in offering  to our members  and  friends full-color reproduc- 
tions of the  Tretchikoff  paintings  as  shown in the  illustrated  section of this  magazine. 
Having  seen  the color reproduction of the Dying Swan on the back  cover of the  April 
Digest, our readers  can  grasp  from it  the richness of color this  artist uses. As a  further 
example, Poinsettia is a  flaming  red  against  a  natural,  complimentary  background. 
Silent  Models carries in one  unified  arrangement the  many colors and forms utilized 
by  the  artist. For sheer color enjoyment,  few  paintings excel the Zulu Girl. The Lost 
Orchid is a  lavender  and  white  gem,  lying  deserted  on  a  green-black  stairway. In  the 
picture Spring, the colors are regenerative in their  utter peace  and  tranquility  which 
they  transmit  to  the viewer;  and Giselle is another  masterpiece  with  texture  akin  to 
the Dying  Swan. 

By special  arrangement  with  the  artist,  the  Rosicrucian  Supply  Bureau is able  to 
offer  these  extra-large full-color prints for only $6.50 each.  [For three or more of 
the  large size, $6.00 each.  For  three  or  more of the  small size (Lost Orchid,  Poinsettia, 
and Dying  Swan) only $1.50 each.] 

All prints  are personally autographed by  the  artist before  being  mailed. 
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By FRANK A. KING, of Essex, England 

I N the 17th chapter 
of the  First  Part of 

‘The Compleat Angler, 
printed exactly  300 

earsago (1653),Izadt 
ka l ton  refers to ‘‘a 
mysterious  knack” in 
temptin fish  to  bite: 

which t o u g h  it be much 
easier than  the philoso- 
pher’s stone, yet it is not 
attainable  by common  ca- 
pacities,  or  else  lies locked 
up in the  brain or breast 
of some  chemical  man, 
that.  like  the Rosicrucians. 

by his various biog- 
raphers  may be due 
to the  rather dispar- 
agins  footnote con- 
c e m L t h e  organiza- 
tion w ‘ch originally 
a  peared in Bagster’s 
eit ion of 1815, edited 
by  Sir  Henry US, 
K. H., and  re eated  by 
Sir Harr i s   k ico las ,  
K.C.M.G., in his elab 
orate edition ublished 
in 1875. As note 

will’not  reveal it stated: 
At  the  time his book on  angling was 

published,  Walton was sixty years of 
age. For  many years he had been a 
successful  businessman in the  city of 
London, and after a period of ap ren- 
ticeship, became a  member of the %on- 
mon ers’  Company, a London trade 
guilfof a semi-religious character. Wal- 
ton also wrote  the biogra  hies of several 
im ortant Churchmen; l e  himself  was 
a geply  religious man. Before he died, 
in 1683, at the  age of ninety, his an- 
gling treatise had run through several 
editions, and in all his writings he re- 
vealed his detailed knowled e not only 
of the Bible, but of other r&gious and 
philosophical works. 

It is  more than probable  that, for 
some time, Walton was keenly in- 
terested in Rosicmcianism or Free- 
masonry, possibly  both, and it is certain 
that  he numbered  among his friends 
several English Freemasons. He defi- 
nitely studied books written  by some 
of the  early Rosicrucians of England, 
yet, so far as I can trace, no  references 
to his studies of these two organiza- 
tions is made by any of his biographers 
or by those writers who have  added 
explanatory notes in  the various edi- 
tions of his treatise on angling. 

One  reason  why  Walton’s interest in 
Rosicrucianism may  have been ignored 
300 

thusiasts,  who sprung  up in Germany  about 
The Rosicrucians were a sect of frantic en- 

the beginning of the  fourteenth century:  they 
professed to  teach the art of making gold; and 
boasted of a  secret, in  their power,  to  protract 

youtf  Their founder  having  been  to  the  Holy 
the  riod of human life, and  even to restore 

the Arabs. They (eropagated their senseless 
Land,  pretended to have  learned all this from 

mysteries only to a chosen few,  and  to this 
philosophy  by tra ‘tion;  and  revealed  their 

practice the  author (= Walton)  alludes.  Lem- 
ery, in his book, Of Chemistry, has  thus .de- 
fined their  art: ‘Ars sine arte; cujus principmnf 
mentiri,  medium laborare, et fir+ medicare. 

whose middle is labour, an=- end is 
An art without art; whose be g is lying, 

beggary. 
In the  first  chapter of his book, Wal- 

ton refers to  the “strange creatures’’ 
then to be seen at Tradescant’s  Ark, 
and to others added to that Museum 
“by my friend Elias Ashmole, Esq.”‘ 
In  1662, a  tablet  monument of free- 
stone  was  erected at Lambeth  Church, 
in memory of the Tradescants, who 
had  been  royal  gardeners, and this was 
covered on  each of its four sides with 
sculptures. At each corner was the r e p  
resentation of a  large tree, seeming to 
sup ort the slab; at one  end was a 
H %a picking  a  bare skull; on  the 
otKer, are  the  arms of the  family. On 
one side of the tomb  were ruins, Grecian 
pillars and capitals, an obelisk and  pyr- - 
1 Ashmole founded Ihe Ashmolean  Museum at oxford iTniversi*. 



amid;  and  on  the opposite a crocodile, 
shells,  etc., and  a mew of some Egyp- 
tian buildings. The portrayals seem  to 
suggest early  Freemasonry or Rosi- 
crucian symbols, and su gest that  Wal- 
ton’s friends, the Tra 2 escants, were 
associated with  the  mysteries of either 
or both of these organizations. 

But Walton’s direct reference to Elias 
Ashmole as  “my  friend” provides an 
even  more definite link between the 
angling author  and  the occult  sciences. 

Aahrole, the Friend 
Elias Ashmole’  was educated at Brase- 

nose  College,  Oxford, and, in 1638, 
went to London as a  Chancery solicitor. 
During  the Civil War,  he served in the 
king’s army, but, after  the final vic- 
tory of the Parliamentarians, he re- 
turned to London, and devoted  himself 
to  the  study of archaeology, alchemy, 
and astrolo . He specialized in collect- 
in the bo% and  manuscri ts of Dr. 
Jofm Dee, the famous astro P oger and 
alchemist  who  had been  commanded by 
Robert Dudley to name  the most aus- 

Elizabeth I. 
icious day for the coronation of Queen 

Ashmole  became the scientic “son” 
of William Backhouse, the alchemist 
and astrologer. In  1651, two years be- 
fore Walton’s book was ublished,  Back- 
house printed in Lon a on, a Rosicru- 
cian work entitled: The Wise Man’s 
Crown, or Rosicrucian Physic, by  Eu- 
genius  Theodidactus. There was  also 
a well-known  work  termed Wm. Back- 
house’s W a y  to Bliss, published  by John 
Heydon. In his diar Ashmole  claims 
The  Way to Bliss t o g  his own work. 

So far Ashmole is the first Specula- 
tive English  Freemason of whom there 

is 
distinct evidence. He was re- 

celve at  Warrin on on  the  16th of 
October  1646.  As a mole  says that,  on 
the  10th of March 1682, he was s u m -  
moned to a Lodge at Mason’s Hall, 
Basin hall Street, London, and  at- 
tende! next  day  (March 1 I )  when 
several were  admitted  into the “Fellow- 
ship of Freemasons.”  Recent investiga- 
tions have  shown that Ashmole  was not 
a  member of the Masons’s  Company, 

&‘Son, 1924, page 384. 

although  nearly all the rsons he 
names  were  members. ‘‘K then, is 
Clare that  the ‘Fellowship of Freema- 
sons’  was a Lodge of  se arate Free- 
masons, more or less  spec J ative,” states 
Kenning in his Cyclopedia of Free- 
masonry. 

Ashmole, who  died in London in 
1692, wrote the history of the Order 
of the  Garter,  and it was the  Garter 
Jewel of Charles the Second that 
caused the most perilous adventure of 
Izaak  Walton.  Ashmole  refers to  Wal- 
ton’s part in smuggling the jewel  from 
Staffordshire to  London, after  the bat- 
tle of Worchester on the 3rd of Sep- 
tember 1651. The king distributed his 
valuables to various friends in order to 
facilitate his escape to the Continent. 
He  ave his “George of diamonds” to 
Lor# Wilmot,  and his “Lesser  George” 
to Colonel Bla  e, who  had to pass it 
to a  Robert M E a r d .  Blague  was  cap- 
tured, and imprisoned in the Tower 
of London, but  whilst  Walton was on 
a visit to Stafford, his  birth lace, Mil- 
ward  entrusted  him  with $e difficult 
task of smugglin the jewel to Blague. 
Walton  succeedej in his mission, and 
soon afterwards Blague  escaped from 
the Tower. 

Accordin to tradition, both Charles 
I and Charles I1 were  Grand  Masters 
of English  Freemasonry, so the Garter 
ma have had some special significance 
in Auart Masonry in which, states Ken- 
ning’s, certain  German writers “dis- 
cern in some of the high grades an 
adaption to the peculiar interests of the 
Stuart  dynasty.” 

These factors suggest that  Walton 
himself may have  been  particularly in- 
terested in the  Garter,  and it is  to be 
noted that  Walton dedicated his Lives 

Father  in &XI, GEORGE,  LORD  BISH- 
“To the Ri ht Honourable  and Reverend 

O P  OF WINCHESTER,  and  Prelate of 
the most  noble  Order of the Garter.” 

F r a n c i s   B a c e n ’ s  Secret Order 

However,  there is a further  link be- 
tween  Freemasonry and  the Rosicru- 
cians and The Compleat Angler. Wal- 
ton refers several times to Francis 
Bacon and  about  half-a-dozen  times 
quotes from his works.  Rev.  A. F. A. 
Woodford,  M.A., refers to Bacon, Lord 
Verulam, in his edition of Kerning’s 
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Cyclopedia of Freemasonry in the fol- 
lowing  entry: 

The famous,  lawyer,  statesman,  and philoso- 

remember,  “the wisest, brightest,  meanest of 
pher.  Pope  terms  him, os some of us will 

mankind.” He was  born in 1561, and died at 
Highgate in 1626. We need not  follow his 
political  career,  as it does not consort with 
these pages. The point of contact  between 
Freemasonry  and  Francis Bacon is as  follows, 
if any:- 

He wrote in his  retirement,  and  in  his  later 
years, a figurative and mystical work called 
Nova Atlantis, in which  he makes  use of the 
“Tem  lum Salamonis.” It is possible that  he 
may, Rave been  affected by  a love of occult 
studles,  as some were at  that period;  but some 
writers  like  Nicholai seem to  wish  to see in 
this  work  a  sort of sketch and connection with 

very  much. Nicholai’s deductions  are not  war- 
Freemasonry. We,  however,  doubt the  fact 

ranted  by  any evidence  which  he adduces or 
has  accumulated  since  he  wrote, and we are 
inclined  to  think  the supposed concordant sym- 
bolism accidental. It may be true, as Nicholai 
says, that E. Ashmole  was an astrologer,  and 
attended  regularly  the  revived astrologers’ an- 

, nual meeting,  and that he  alludes to other 
astrologers. But when  Ashmole talks of Free- 
masonry  it is clearly  as  entire1  distinct  from 
any astrological  confraternity,  tgough the ro- 
fessors of the Hermetic art may  have  Rad 
their secret  organisation.  Lord  Verulam  died 
in 1626, E. Ashmole  was  made  a  Mason in 
1646, so that  there can be no connection be- 
tween  the two. That Freemasonry in  any  way 
took its rise from  Lord  Verulam or Ashmole, 
or  the Nova Atlantic, we  hold to be critically 
unsound  and  historically  untenable. 

VefZhg  tbe  Trrtb 
But a  more recent writer  than Wood- 

ford has sought to show that Francis 
Bacon had  a  great deal to do with the 
development of some form of Free- 
masonry. In his two books Francis 
Bacon’s  Personal Life Story and The 
Martyrdom of Francis  Bacon, Alfred 
Dodd presents his theories concerning 
Bacon not  only  as being the son of 
Queen  Elizabeth I, and also as the 
author of most of the work attributed 
to Shakespeare, but also as  the promoter 
of a secret order  as  a  means of ro- 
tectin  not  only  the Queen, his mot K er, 
but  a60  her heirs  and the British na- 

’ tion. Dodd  bases his theory upon vari- 
ous anagrams  and messa es hidden in 
the  writmgs of Bacon antShakespeare, 
and Bacon’s connection with  Freema- 
sonry  and Rosicrucianism has been a 

The thorny subject for many ears. Dodd R ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ; ; ~ ~  suggests that this secret or B er developed 
by Bacon  was  some form of Free- 

Digest masonry. 
August 
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Such veiled writing was a common 
method of presenting opinions and  ar- 
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uments  during the Elizabethan and 
!hart periods-and it must not  be for- 
otten that  Walton produced his book 

turing  an extremely troublesome  period 
-the time of the Civil War  and  the 
Cromwellian Protectorate. At  least on 
one  occasion, Walton  utilized an ana- 
gram, and Nicolas, in his 1875 edition 
of Walton’s  book, in his  biography of 
Walton  (p.  xxxi)  refers  to  this  example 
of the an ling author’s veiled writing, 
when  he feals with  the  death of Izaak’s 
first wife, Rachel  Floud, and his second 
wife, Anne Ken. 

As now  printed,  a part of the  anglin 
book was written  by Walton’s fnen$ 
Charles  Cotton; but, in  the ori ‘nal 
portion, definitely com  osed by k a l -  
ton, a  great  deal of 8scussion takes 
place  concernin the Elements of Water 
and Ear th-ans  the  terms Elements, 
Water, and Earth are  familiar  not only 
to  students of astrology but also to 
Freemasons and Rosicrucians. Perhaps 
the discussion concerning the Elements 
was intended to show that  Walton  had 
listened to the arguments  which  had 
been put  forward by his friends-either 
Rosicrucians or Freemasons-but, for 
the time bein he re’ected their r e  
quests or thinyy-guised invitations to 
join some secret occult association. 

However, Walton  by  his references 
to Francis Bacon  revealed that  he was 
interested in such matters  and, maybe, 
in Bacon’s hidden doctrine. Later,  as  a 
royalist, he took active part in the 
Garter  incident; and when he revised 
his book, he slipped in a  few references 
to his  changed  viewpoint. At  the  same 
time, his references  to certain premises 
may have  been the  means of keeping in 
touch  those who could not  learn of 
safe retreats  other  than  by  perusing 
books  which appeared  to  be above sus- 
picion-such  as, his simple  treatise on 
the delights of angling! 

The Fish  Symbol 
At times, it seems, in his  original 

manuscript,  Walton  appears  to  empha- 
size that  he wishes to stick to his an- 

to the “Fish”-and it  must not 
e orgotten that although,  by some 

Freemasons, the sign of the fish is  con- 
sidered to be a Masonic  symbol, the 
fish [also a symbol for the Piscean  Age] 
was the usual  emblem of Christ, chosen 
because the Greek  word forms the ini- 
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tials of His  name  and titles, and also 
because Christians are born by baptism 
in water. It is significant that the fish 

bo1 is only  found in the  Latin 
:c rch  whose adherents in England 
were persecuted during  the  time of 
Walton! 

Brewer, in his Dictionary of Phrase 
and Fable, says concerning this fish 
symbol, the  Ichthus, that “this  notarica 
is  found  on many seals, rin s, urns, 
and tombstones  belongin to t ?-J e  early 
times of Christianit an twas  su posed 
to be a ‘charm’ opmystical e 2 lcacy.’’ 
The Ichthus  was  much used by Opera- 
tive Builders. Many Freemasons be- 
lieve that  the “Vesica  Piscis,” as it is 
also called, was at one time  a Masonic 
emblem. Although Woodford states 
that “Bro.  Moses  Margoliouth is said 
to  have declared that former1 our 
Grand  Masters  wore  a silver fisl,” he 
adds that  he  can find  no evidence what- 
ever of such  a custom anywhere,  but 
if it were so it would  be probably  a 
continuation of Christian symbolism. 

This  link between the word sh and 
Christianity is referred  to  by 6alton’s 
friend  Rev..  Henry Bagley or Bayley, 
M.A., in his Laudatorurn Carmina, 
which  translated states: 

brother  Master  Izaac  %alto& past master 
To my most distin uished friend and 

in the art of angling: 

and health is assured  to  those  to whom it is 
One  fish  and  one only is doctor of the rest, 

given to touch the doctor.  Here is a wonderful 

where every letter holds  His  secret. 
mage of our Saviour Jesus (=the Ichthus), 

This fish I desire,  and mayest thou  catch 
this fish  (good  brother of the rod); He would 
pay my debts  and thine to  God. Fish is  he 
and fisher, believe me, a fish  would wish to 
love such an one though he  were a fisher. 

Why PraternaZbmP 

It is  to be  noticed that this clergy- 
man  refers to Walton as “brother” and 
“past master” -both  Masonic terms. 

Stapleton Martin  in his book on Wal- 
ton  includes a  short biography of John 
Pearson,  Bishop of Chester,  amongst the 
angler’s friends. C. A. Thory says that 
Dr.  John Pearson  was a member of a 
secret society, with Ashmole and others, 
on the foundation of Freemasonry, in 
the  middle of the 17th  century. Ash- 
mole  does not  mention Pearson in his 
diary, and Woodford  observes that 
Thory’s “allusion to Pearson rests on 

the Cromwellian and Caroline theory 
of Masonic ori ‘n”;  that is, that Crom- 
well organizef Freemasonry for po- 
litical purposes, or that  the movement 
was started in support of Charles 
Stuart not for  loyalist reasons but  for 
personal gain. 

There is another  factor which may 
have caused Walton  to become inter- 
ested in some religious movement of a 
fraternal  nature: at  the  time of the 
ublication of The Compleat Angler, 

[e.  had been a  member of the  Iron- 
mongers’ Company  for some thirt 
five years, but  for nearly a  century tzi 
religous side of the various trade guilds 
of London had  steadily declined. Orig- 
inally such organizations had been 
formed to serve a  dual  purpose-to 
safeguard  trade secrets and to unprove 
the conditions of traders.  During the 
medieval period, master  and  apprentice 
worked together. They  had thew meals 
at the same table, because the workmen 
lived in  the homes of their employers, 
and  they also worshipped at  the  same 
churches, lighting their candles  before 
the same altars. 

But the changes brought  about by  the 
Reformation had  altered  the religious 
life of the guilds, and  the  spiritual side 
was  becormng of less importance. This 
must have  been particularly distressful 
to a religiously-minded man such as 
Walton  had been throughout  his life- 
his own guild, the Ironmongers’  Com- 
pany su ported  Cromwell’s party-and, 
maybe,  %e turned towards either  Free- 
masonry  or Rosicrucianism as  a  means 
of obtaining the companionship of a 
fraternal  or  anization;  or such mem- 
bership migh  have been  suggested to 
him, almost as a  means of consolation. 

Repeated1 Walton affirms in his 
angling  boog  and  his Lives that  he de- 
rives great consolation from  the Cate- 
chism, and  he adopted the question-and- 
answer system for his an ling book- 
but it must  not be  overloo!ced that  the 
same interrogative  method is used for 
the instruction of initiates in Freema- 
sonry,  and also in  the various stages 
of advancement in  that organization; 
the Rosicrucians also had  a  system of 
instruction  by  asking the wherefore of 
life  and  nature. 

Perhaps, as  is  more than likely, there 
is some “inner  meaning”  behmd the 
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seemingly  innocent lines of The Corn- Perhaps, amongst  some of the  still  un- 
pleat Angler. Also, this interrogation transcribed records of Ashmole and 
system may have been  Walton’s meth- other  early works may be refer- 
od of dealing with  the questions of initi- ences to  Walton  as  having  more than 
ation  for  either Order, whether  or  not just  a passing interest m fraternal 
he accepted or rejected such overtures. organizations. 

D A D  

Ideas Are Weapons for Freedom 
By T. J. CROAFF, JR., M.A., F.R.C. 

particular article was  printed in the Arizom Free Press and the Sunnyslope Journal-Phoenix, 
The column “Tom Cruaff Says . . .I’ has  made its appearance in 18 newspapers. This 

Arizona. “EDITOR 

DEAS are powerful wea - of brutal t anny. It was indeed the 
ons in the  everyday worfd success of &American Revolution that 
of affairs. It should  be established for the first time  the doc- 
remembered, however, trine of individual freedom on  all levels 
that ideas are  either con- of man’s existence. Our forebears caught 
structive or destructive the vision-yes, the  very  fundamental 
depending upon their re- idea that this individual freedom  be- 
lationship to human pro- longs to  man  by  virtue of his birth in 
gression or retrogression. the  image  and likeness of God, The 

Aristotle gave the definition of “Idea” whole pattern of world thinking  has 
as the form-giving cause. The idea is been mater ia l ly  and substant ia l1  
the cause, but  the effect, or result, is changed by  this assertion of the GOB 
evolved. given right of every person to develop 

Ideas mean much  to business devel- in his or  her own way;  that idea  con- 
opment  or growth, which re&&, us stitutes the  very  foundation  upon  which 
of the  story of the boy ap  lying  for American democracy is  built. 
work at the  Walt Disney  stu 6: ‘0; he was It is  small wonder, then, that enemies 
told, “Yes,  you may go to work, but of individual freedom, such as Com- 
kee your eyes  open-what we pay  for munists and other  reactionary-minded 
is iXeas.7, people, are  fearful of ideas that uphold 

Whether  the idea  takes the  form of the di ity of man.  Fearing the free- 
hysical disease or a  new  fan led eg - play  ogdeas,  they seek to control  man’s 

Eeate,  the continued action ofthougft thinkin  to successfully  accomplish 
upon idea brings it into  form. this tasf of thought-control, these foes 

The creation was G ~ # ~  idea, of individualism  strive  constantly to 
B~~~~~ we are made in image, we keep mankind  from sources of materials 
create our own little worlds  according (books,  movies, etc-)  and  from 
to our ideas. Each of us develops his or ties that aid man in his  thinking  and 
her ideas according to personal con- in the formation of ProGesSive 
cepts. Each  manifestation is  a reflection for *e betterment of 
of thou ht-colored, of course, by  our Truly ideas are powerful  weapons. 

The own inividuality. The  free exchange of ideas must be 
all the worlcs history, nothing fostered widely in our contemporary 

Rosicrucian has  surpassed the  forceful  impact upon Civilization if we  are to OVerCOme the 
Digest man’s  progressive  thinking, his  forma- tyranny over the  minds of men. 
August tion of  constructive ideas, as  when  our Progressive ideas alone  can win the 
1953 founding  fathers struck off the shackles battle  against Communism and Fascism. 
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The Roman Bath 
By ROY HARRINGTON 

(From Manchester Rosicrucirm Bulletin-July-August, 1952) 

FRIEND and I were dis- 
cussing the rise and fall 
of the great civilizations 
of the past and  the lessons 
that might be learned 
from history.  During our 
conversation, the  varied 
benefits of civilized mi- 
et  were questioned, and 

we found ourse J; ves  on the  important 
topic of bathin I remembered my 
childhood. In  tfose  enlightened  days 
the ‘ritual of the bath’ was somethin 
to be  avoided if possible. Also, it seem e8 
wrong that  when one wished to use the 
long summer evening to work out tac- 
tics for the intercoll  e football final, 
one of those deli h t i 8  ownups, who 
never could unferstanr  the zeal of 
young  men a n F a y ,  would  decide that 
this was the mght  for ablutions. I am 
thankful to say  that I have  found  one 
or two  adults  who agree with  me  that 
too much  bathing is an overrated pas- 
time.  Frequent  bathing is usually con- 
sidered a necessary as well as desirable 
accompaniment of successful living. 
Upon this subject, I feel that history 
has  a lesson to give. 

I gave my friend  the following in- 
formation in the ho that  he  might 
be persuaded to use Es bath  with tol- 
erance! I don’t think m  attempt was 
successful, but some ra til er  mteresting 
comparisons with contemporary stand- 
ards  and progress were r a n d  as a con- 
sequence. 

Bathing Seuentsea CertrsrZea Ago 

The Romans, in  the days when  their 
civilization had spread over  most of the 
known world, accepted bathing as one 
of the  fundamental  virtues. In fact 
they  appear to have spent most of their 
leisure  time in the  great public baths 

which  were provided, notably in the 
Imperial City. 

Tbe  Roman  News Room 

These  palatial  baths or ‘thermae’ as 
the  were called, were  characteristic 
of %oman magnificence. The lar est 
ones contained a ‘calidarium’ or %ot 
room, a ‘tepidarium’ (warm  loun e), 
and  a  ‘fripdarium’ (cooling room?- 
the  latter  with its ‘piscina’ or swim- 
ming 1. These colossal buildings 
were Egned not only for luxury 
bathing, but  were resorted to for  news 
and gossip (and  there  must  have been 
much of this in Rome). These build- 
ings served as lecture  halls,  the meet- 
ing place and  platform  for  statesmen, 
orators, philosophers, and poets. There 
were lar e open  spaces for  athletic con- 
tests suc E as wrestling,  racing,  and box- 
m . The ‘thermae’ were, in fact, colos- 
sak  social clubs. 

Beaalg Salons, Too 
There  were dressing rooms for the 

multitude of bathers, and special cubi- 
cles where  the ‘caliptor’ (attendant, to 

poo, oiled and  sanded them, and  then 
you and  me), gave the patrons  a sham- 
scraped their  chins  clean  with  a bronze 
scraper. (How ainful this operation 
must have been P can leave to the im- 
agination of those among us who s end 
a  daily  enance  wrestling  with  a stav- 
ing brus ?l , soap, and razor.) The cus- 
tomers were  then  anointed  with special 
unctions. 

The central  building alone of the 
Baths of Caracalla at  Rome  covered 
an  area e  ual to that of Westminster 
Palace. A 1 1 of these  huge bathing-so- 
cial-centres were  built on  the most lav- 
ish scale,  choice marbles  and mosaics 
being used extensively  to clothe the 
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concrete  walls of the  structure  and to 
form  decoration to the balconies and 
court ards. Sculptured works of great 
excelince filled corners and niches, and 
in the beautiful courtyards silver or 
marble lions  spouted streams of water 
into the warm  air.  Though  at first 
an entrance fee was  charged,  emper- 
ors seeking  favour  from the populace, 
opened the baths  free of charge. 

Too Muck Lrxurg 
The deca of the Roman civilization 

is  attributetf  fundamentally  to  the re- 
duced  moral  standards  which  later pre- 

vailed, and  the  weakening effect of too- 
luxurious livin on that  part of society 
intrusted  with $e responsibility of state 
mana  ement.  This  cult of the bath 
woulf seem to be an indication of Ro- 
man weakness. 

So when  next  you  stub  our toe on 
the bath-tap, or slip h e a d y  upon the 
soap and  are tern ted to colour the 
surrounding  air wi& impolite phrases, 
consider that  there  may be  some  dis- 
tinct  advantage in this austerity. Adopt 
the  normal custom of singing opera to 
the best of your abilit and  to  the 
complete destruction of !? oca1 harmony. 

V A V  

WHAT ARE THESE SIGNS? 

DID YOU KNOW THAT- 
* concentration  and  meditation upon certain s i p s   i n  the  mystery initiations of the 

Egyptians  and  Greeks  brought  about illumination’ 
the word miracle in the secret  teachings of the  ancients  meant sign’ 
there  is  a sign for the coming age, which  meaning is known? 

These are  all questions  which  are  dealt with-to the  inquirer,  the  way is pointed  more 

needed  by  every  student to search out the meanings of language  and  the  mysteries of 
clearly in the book, Behold the Sign. This is a  murce book for secret symbols. It is 

the ancients.  Plato,  Pythagoras, Moses, Jesus, and many  other  thinkers used symbds 
in preparing  the  way of the  initiate. 
BEHOLD THE SIGN .................................................................................. $1.45 (10/4 sterling) 

Fully  illustrated;  beautifully bound;  simply  and  interestingly  written. 

Send  remittances to: 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU - Rosicrucian Park,  San Jose, California 
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By JOEL DISHER, F.R.C. 

N o MATTER how ab- study  truth  by pious 
sorbed man  may be frauds, the delicate Mi- 

in the business of purely nerva  lurking  beneath 
objective living, he  never the mask of pleasure.” 
completely ceases  to  ques- One of the best known 
tion what  he is, where he of these  surviving  frag- 
comes from, and  what is ments of the  M steries 1s 
the  meaning of his being the fable, t o d  by  the 
here. This has been so Greeks and also the Ro- 
from  ancient times, but mans, of the goddes De- 
t h e n ,   s u r p r i s i n g l y  meter, and  her  daughter 
enough, man was  given Persephone. Bulfinch 
more  complete and satis- who  has  done so much 
fyin answers. to preserve these myths 

T f e  Mysteries  embodying science, 
philosophy, and religion  gave him that ;J’,”x story but  he does not go beyond 

izes that  an allegory is intended 

unified explanation of all things which the obvious in his explanation. 
Rosicruciahs know as ontolob. For 
this reason, no doubt, Herachtus, the 
Greek thinker, referred to the  Mys- 
teries as Medicines because they served 
to nourish  the  understanding  and  purge 
away  the passions. 

For almost two thousand years, these 
M steries endured as man’s  source of 
so 9 ace  and  enlightenment;  but  about 
the  third  century of the  Christian  Era 
this or anismic concept  began to fade 
from J e  general consciousness due to 
the rise of the Christian  Church. Then 
religion, philosophy, science  became  de- 

artmentalized  and could  offer only 
$hided knowledge. 

Plato  had  written  that  the  Mysteries 
were designed to lead man back  to  those 
principles of perfection in which man 
took his rise and from which he began 
his descent; nevertheless, the so en- 
tirely passed from  the knowlede of the 
average man as a method of instruction 
that today the stories which their  rituals 
illuminated are read principally by 
school children. 

Francis Bacon made a study of such 
matters,  pointing  out that ‘‘hs method 
of instructing is exceedin ly uteful,  and 
sometimes necessary in &e  sclences, as 
it o ens an easy and  familiar 
to t i e  human  understanding.” &!r%g 
he writes, “And even to this day, if any 
man would let  new  light in upon the 
human understandins,  and  conquer 
prejudice, without  raism contests, ani- 
mosities,  opposition or &turbance, he 
must still go in the same  path  and  have 
recourse to the like method of allegory, 
metaphor,  and allusion.” 

John Ruskin,  too, concerned himself 
with  myths and well  knew  their value, 
averring  that  they  were  founded  upon 
constant laws  common to all  human 
nature and set forth, however darkly, 
things for all times true. 

Knowing so much may lead us to a 
more res ectful attitude  toward  myths, 
but  it wiE not of itself he1 us to a  full 
understanding of them-$e reason be- 
ing  that the explanation  and  a plication 
were Dart of the ritual of the  hvsteries 

“The ancients,” wrote  Richard  de and this was reserved  for the initiate. 
Bury in  the fourteenth  century loolring Although even the bod may have been 
backward rather wistful1 , we imagine, preserved for any  an8all  to see, that 
“devised a  means of in dr ucing  man to which caused it to have life is still with- 
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held  from  all  but those  whose  need is 
such as to necessitate their  searching 
for it. 

Soul in Exile 

The story of “The Rape of Perseph- 
one” is, therefore, familiar  enough, 
and  that simpler art of it which seems 
to connect  with $e fruits of earth  and 
the cycle of seasons has become the 
framework of a  modern fraternal or- 
anization. Not su%icientl considered, 

Rowever, is  the  teaching  ogered of how 
the soul takes incarnauon. This is  the 
core of “The Rite of Demeter” as it was 
resented in Eleusis where  it existed 

for over a  thousand  years as The Eleu- 
sinian  Mysteries. 

The intellect and  the soul are  repre- 
sented  by  Demeter and  her daughter, 
Persephone. Both aspects have their 
true home in the region of the gods, but 
that  art typified by  Persephone  is 
wooezb  the goddesses Venus  (desire), 
Pallas  cational powers), and Diana 
(natural roperties) into  the meadow of 
Enna,  an5  particularly  attracted  by  the 
narcissus flower (see the  myth of Nar- 
cissus) in order that  Pluto  (the whole 
of material  nature) mi ht  enrapture 
her  (the soul) and  take  %er captive. 

Thus  that  part of man called soul, 
corresponding to Persephone, is im- 
prisoned in material  nature  where as an 
unwilling  and often perplexed exile 
from  the rights and benefits of its 
ethereal home, it lives out  its allotted 
span. As B. F. Cocker writes in Chris- 
tzanity and Greek  Philosophy: “Exiled 
from  the  true home of the s irit, im- 
prisoned in the body, diso2ered  by 
passion, and beclouded by sense, the 
soul has et lon ‘ n g s  after  that state of 

fkowlege,  and  purity,  and 
Iss, m  which it was first created. Its 

affinities are still on hi  h. It yearns  for 
a  higher  and  nobler Yorm of life. It 
essays to rise, but its eye is darkened  by 
sense, its wings are besmeared  by pas- 
sion and lust; it is borne  downward 
until  it falls upon  and attaches itself 
to that which is material  and sensual; 
and  it flounders and grovels still amid 

The the objects of sense.” 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  In that  art of the ceremony of initia- 

Digest struction the  Hierophant sets forth  the 
tion callef  the aporrheta  or  sacred in- 

August reasons for this state of affairs some- 
1953 what  after this fashion: 

EYfec! 
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“The soul of man  in  the realms of 
light is as beautiful in form as the 
goddess Persephone.  Like her, too, the 
soul  is all innocence  and  athers  its fill 
of supernal joy in  the fie P ds of beauty, 
In  the  hour of what we call birth, the 
soul experiences almost a death, being 
snatched away from  its  realm of light 
into  what seems but  a  dark  and fear- 
some cave of horrible and  frightening 
sounds and sights. Only  fitfully as in a 
dream is it ever permitted glimpses of 
the  heavenly  realm from which it came. 
But  even in its exile, teachers are  at 
hand  to  make  the  experience  meaning- 
fu l  and  to  point  the  way to a  sure re- 
turn to the high  source  from  which it 
came.” 

In The  Wisdom o the  Ancients, 
Bacon has this scienti f f  ic interpretation 
of the  myth to  offer: “By Persephone 
the ancients denoted that ethereal spirit 
shut up  and  detained within the  earth, 
here  represented  b Pluto. . . . This 
spirit is conceivei  as ravished, or 
snatched u b  the  earth because it can 
in no  way  ge xetained  when it has time 
and o portunity to fly off . . . as if one 
shoulaendeavor to mix air with water, 
which  cannot  otherwise be done than 
by  a  quick and rapid agitation that joins 
them  together in froth  whilst the  air  is 
thus  caught up by  the  water. 

“Persephone  was  ravished  whilst  she 
athered narcissus flowers, which  have 

%eir name  from  numbness  or stupefac- 
tion; for the spirit we  speak of is rn the 
fittest disposibon to be embraced by ter- 
restrial  matter  when it begins to coagu- 
late or grow torpid.” 

And what of Demeter the sorrowing 
mother, that intellect from  which the 
soul part  has become  se arated? Again, 
according to Bacon, ‘ d e  ether, or the 
efficacy of the heavenly bodies  denoted 
by  Demeter,  endeavors  with  infinite 
ddigence to force out  this spirit and 
restore it to its pristine state.” 

The philosophy  here  is  simple  and 
profound. It is  true also in its scientific 
statement. The impact is still  without 
its  full force until  it is joined  with  a 
ritualistic resentation. Then  only is 
the  identilcation of all fulfilled and 
man given the totality of assurance that 
he is the  creature of a  benevolent Provi- 
dence and  that  in his coming  into  birth 
and his going  out in death  a  meanin d 
pattern  and  purpose is accomplishe f 



Veiled Znstrrcetion Dassed, and so far as the essential truths 
Even so brief an  entry  into  the  realm 

of mythology suggests a  heritage too 
li htly lost. It prom ts one to renewed 
eior t  to recover it, P or  the admonition, 
“Man know  thyself” was uttered  by 
those who themselves  knew what  funda- 
mental  truths  were set forth in  the 
temples of initiation. Among the 
Greeks, not to have been initiated  was 
not to have lived. Said Pindar, the 

oet: “Blessed is the individual  who 
iies after seeing these things;  for then 
he knows  not only life’s p ose, but 
also its  divine origin as w%.” And 
Diodorus  wrote: “It is said that  they 
who  participate in the  Mysteries be- 
come more pious,  more just, and better 
in every respect. Even a  recently re- 
covered  Greek  tombstone  confidently 
stated: “What is more true about the 
beautiful m stery  granted  by  the gods 
is  that deatx  not  only is not an evil, 
but is assuredly good. 

It can now be seen that  what  Richard 
de Bury was hinting  at was that  under 
the guise of a  dramatic presentation, 
where  the senses were  fully engaged 
and  the whole  bein caught up  in  the 
action,  instruction o f  the highest nature 
could  best be given. In that,  the  rituals 
of the  Mysteries  have never  been sur- 

of life‘are concerned, the  Mysteries  re- 
main  the best medicine. No philosophic 
opinion of the soul’s nature  and for that 
matter no  scientific statement of the 
mechanics of birth,  life  and  death could 
equal, and  certainly could never  sur- 
pass, the simple mystical  presentation 
of the  drama of Persephone’s  descent 
into Hades, her experiences there, and 
her final  restoration  after  a period of 
exile. 

It is only  a shallowness  which brands 
such teaching pagan or sees it as  only 
a vague irrehgon. It may be as Bacon 
says in his Advancement of Learning 
that “where second  causes a  pear  to 
absorb the  attention, some obtvion of 
the highest  cause may ensue, but  when 
the  mind goes deeper and sees the de- 

endence of causes and  the works of 
Srovidence, it will  easily perceive, ac- 
cording to the mythology of the poets, 
that  the  upper link of Nature’s chain 
is  fastened to Jupiter’s throne.’’ 

Certainly,  this is true as regards the 
myth set forth in “The Rite of De- 
meter,”  for  here one finds all  elements 
combining to  still  the  fretful queries of 
the restive spirit and to offer that  un- 
mistakable assurance of unerring justice 
which  continues to operate  throughout 
the world. 

V A V  

TWO  PROPHETIC  DATES 
The book, Symbolic  Prophecy of the  Great  Pyramid, by Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, 

mentions two very important  dates in connection with Pyramid symbology. One is 
September 16, 1936, on which occasion the present  Imperator  and two other  members 
of the  Grand  Lodge  staff were present in  the King’s  Chamber  and  conducted a cere- 
mony. They were the only representatives of esoteric  orders anywhere in the world 
in the  King’s  Chamber on this momentous  occasion. 

The other date of great significance mentioned in this book is that of August 20, 
1953. Again AMORC’s representatives, t h e  Imperator,  Ralph M. Lewis, and  Grand 
Treasurer,  James R. Whitcomb, will be present  to  conduct a period of meditation  and 
a mystical conclave within the King’s  Chamber of the Great Pyramid! Those of you 
who have not  read the above-mentioned book will find it most significant in connection 
with this event. 
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Beneath Outward Signs 
By PERCY PIGOTT, F. R. C. 

ARLYLE, in a work now All  symbols  need not  be such as can 
classed as  one of the  great be drawn on paper. Ritual  is SF- 
books  of the past century, bolical; otherwise, it is  not ritual,  It  is 
declared that “of man’s mere  organization. The parables of 
whole terrestrial posses- Jesus are symbolical and it is regrettable 
sions and attainments, how many persons are satisfied with 
unspeakably the noblest only  surface meanings. If they  are 
are his symbols.” merely stories which  point a  moral, 

A symbol is an out-  they are  only on a level with Aesop’s 
ward sign of a hidden, spiritual  actuali- Fables. 
ty. It thus reveals a truth, otherwise 
mysterious and esoteric, and t u r n s  a iritual actuality  into an outer reality. Consider the parable of the 10 vir- 
$0 one  who contemplates it, the s gins. They were  waiting  to be admitted 

eaks,  not to  the outer mind, ~ ~ i :  to  a marria e feast, but no mention is 
Je soul, and so are uncovered made of theqbride. Nor did any of these 
to dis lay  their  awe-hs iring wisdom. 10 know at  what  time  the feast would 

Tafe, for instance, &e Latin cross, start. TO invite guests to a  feast with- 
T K ~  has long been as the out  letting  them know the  time seems 
symbol of Christianity. But  these sym- Te?&Eke the world  explored by Alice bois, especially &vine symbols, often in onderland. w e  further notice that 
have  meanings behind the  surface  and thebride€Pomwas suddenly  aMounced 
perhaps  others still deeper; the deeper a t   an  hour   ~~-~ost  inappropriate for a 
the penetration,  the  more  divine the wedding. 
message. Five of the virgins had insufficient 

What  then  is  the deeper meaning oil in  their lamps and were  late  for 
behind  the symbol of the cross? It is the ceremony.  But why did they need 
sacrifice. The sacredness of sacrifice is lamps at all, and  why  were  they  kept 
the distinctive note of Christianity. The waiting in a  state of expectant sus- 
Sermon on the Mount, the  incarnation pense? Finally it seems unjust, almost 
of the Deity, the  ritual of the Mass, to  the point of cruelty, that  the five, 
these, in more or less  close a proxima- sim ly  for having  underestimated  their 
tion, can be paralleled elsew R ere. But nee%, should  have  found the doors 
the grief and  the glory of sacrifice lead- virtually  shut in their faces and were 
ing to the sacredness of sorrow, which told that  they must reside in the pl?ce 
is  the soul’s Holy of Holies, is not  only where would  be  weeping and  gnashmg 

The distinctively Christian, it  is also the of teeth.  These considerations  point to 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  foundation upon  which rests all  that  is a deeper meanin than a story  of lost 

of value in Christianity. When  the opportunities. T%eologians often  get 
Digest churches cease to proclaim the glory into  a  tangle of absurdities by using 
August of sacrifice, they will cease to be their ob’ective reasoning mind, where- 
1953 Christian. as all who would interpret sacred writ- 

The Ten Virgins 
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ings should  use the  inner, inspirational 
mmd. 

What then is the deeper meaning of 
this  parable?  What  was  this so-im- 
portant weddin ? Why did the  virgins 
need lamps? &o was the bridegroom? 
Why did he come at midnight? Why 
were those who  were  unready so harsh- 
ly treated? Why were  there 10 virgins? 

The  Divided  Circle 
To  answer these  questions we must 

consider two  other simple s bols: the 
circle and  the upright s t r o g  

What s iritual  truths does the cir- 
cle reveafi The circumference  has 
neither  be@nning  nor an end-neither 
has  infinity. The circle itself has 
neither  ridge  nor  corner; it is thus  the 
perfection of form. Being infinite and 
perfect it  naturally expresses the  Uni- 
verse. Yet, the circle  is also a  finite 
and female s bol, for it encloses s ace 
and  thus e n E s  and sustains it, wkch 
is a  feminine  function. Again from  its 
center it re roduces  itself within itself. 
So we reacR the paradox that  the  uni- 
verse, or the all, 1s female. This is ex- 
emplified by  the fact that  the universe 
receives, retains, and  re roduces. It re- 
ceives our thoughts a n i  returns  them 
as our environment,  our circumstances, 
our opportunities. Either sex,  however, 
exists only because of its  contrast with 
its opposite. If the  universe is feminine 
where is the opposite,  from  whom she 
derives her  femininity?  To  find this we 
must  study  the  upnght stroke of the 
symbol. 

The u right stroke is  a  very simple, 
yet deepfy  profound  symbol. It stands 
for the  number One, which  means that 
it stands for all numbers, since all  num- 
bers are but one added to itself  over 
and over again to infinity. Thus  there 
is only  one  number just  as  there  is 
only  one existence. 

Also, it is not  without significance 
that  the  upright stroke forms the  in- 
visible axis round  which every sphere 
revolves. The one in numbers is posi- 
tive; that is, the upright stroke is  a 

bo1  of masculinity. It represents 
cposi t ive,   the  masculine, just  as the 
circle  represents the feminine. More 
important  than  that, for our purpose, 
is the  fact  that this simple upright 
stroke represents the Self; the I of the 
I AM. In  the English  language it is so 

used. The Self is thus  the complement 
of the Universe. It is in  truth  the 
natural  mate of the Universe-neither 
one  could exist without the other. 

Cosmie Coneeioaeneee 

Perhaps  now we  are  in a position to 
understand the  great significance of the 
wedding for which the 10 virgins 
waited. It was the divine wedding. It 
was the merging of the self in  the 
whole. The union of lover and beloved. 
This is Cosmic  consciousness. The 
sacred books  of India  call it Yoga, or 
union,  when the Self is seen m all 
things and  all  things in  the Self. Some- 
times it is called liberation. Christians 
call it sahation. Jesus spoke of the 
“Father in me.” 

It follows from this that whosoever 
desires the heavenly  union  must  make 
of the  universe  his beloved and  take a 
great lover as  his example, for  the rap- 
ture of the lover is a faint adumbration 
of the ecstasy of the saint. He should 
think of the beloved with  the  utmost 
reverence. He should see nothing but 
beauty in the perfection he worships. 
A true lover  loves the  very  faults of 
his beloved.  Should he feel able  to 
make  the eat sacrifice, and complete- 
ly surrengr himself to  her care, he 
will find that she will reveal  to him 
~s eakable mysteries and enrich him WI$ treasure  without  stint  and  with- 
out measure. 

The  Resurrection 
So, we reach  another aradox. The 

pea t  sacrifice symbolizec! by  the cross 
1s not pain and agonhbut joy and  the 
life more abundant. 1s is symbolized 
in the resurrection. 

It was, therefore, the hope of the 
m stic, the heavenly  marriage,  for 
w&ch  those virgins waited. The lamps 
symbolize the  inner light, the light of 
intuition. The  cry  at midnight,  which 
heralded the approach of the bride- 
groom,  symbolized the  fact  that this 
sudden illumination,  this  lifting of the 
consciousness to  a  higher plane, may 
come at  the most  unexpected  moment. 

Why were  there 10 virgins? Two, 
one wse  and one  foolish,  could ually 
have  warned us of the result of 7 osing 
great opportunities. This may have, or 
may not  have, special si xance,  but 
it is interesting  to  note rf at if we  take 
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the two symbols  which we  have been 
considering-namely, the  upright stroke 
the Self, and  the circle, the Universe- 
and lace them side by side we get the 
numger 10. That those who  had  insuf- 
ficent oil,  or insufficiently developed 
inner light, should  be left  where  there 
was  weeping and gnashing of teeth was 
not  unduly  cruel.  They  were  simply 
left  where  there  has been suffering ever 
since  we descended to this lower plane 
- o r ,  if you  prefer  it, since the fall of 
man. 

The Prodigal Son 

This fall of man is most instructively 
symbolized in another  parable, the 
popular  parable of the prodigal. On 
the surface, this is a  sim  le  story of a 
wayward son  who  floutefI his father’s 
affection and set off on his own, be- 
came destitute, returned  repentant, and 
was welcomed with open arms,  with 
feasting and rejoicin . A pretty story 
simply told.  But  $ere is a deeper 
meamng. 

The rodigal symbolizes mankind. 
The fatger’s house  is a  hi  her plane 
of existence. The prodigaf  (that is, 
mankind), having descended to this 
material  plane, Gets entangled in dif- 
ficulties, frustrabons, and limitations. 
He experiences spiritual  famine, for he 
has travelled far from the source of all 
abundance. He recalls his  happy  past; 
that is, he looks upward  to  spirit not 
down to materialism. His hoping for 
heaven  on  this  plane constitutes his 
remembering  the Father’s  house. A n  
individual’s joining  some m stical fra- 
ternity would indicate that {e was far 
advanced on  his  homeward journey. 
The Father detects him  while he  is  yet 
a .  long wa off. That  is  the moment 
when  he &r the first  time turns his 
thoughts  to mysticism. For  him,  on  his 
return,  the  fatted calf was killed, an 
honor  never vouchsafed the son who 
had  dutifully  remained at home. 

Thus symbolized we get two new 
viewpoints about man’s fall.  First it 

is not, in this arable, represented as  a 
sinful  act of Jsobedience  against God. 
The prodigal  received no rebuke; in- 
deed, he was  freely  ven  his  inherit- 
ance and allowed to 9 epart.  This sup- 
orts  a  Hebrew  parable  which  relates 

Row a  king  sent some of his subjects 
to be educated  abroad and,  when edu- 
cated, sent  his son to  bring  them home. 
Thus  the so-called fall may be regarded 
as according to plan.  Madame Blavat- 
sky so treated it. It  may in fact  be r e  
garded as  a bold adventure in which 
we  all  have  taken  part. 

Second, we note that on  his return 
the prodigal  was  honored as  had  never 
been the brother  who  had  dutifully 
stayed a t  home. We may, therefore, 
infer  that  when a being finally  arrives 
home, after  man incarnations and 
long exile, he will i e  greater  than those 
who have  never been  immersed in  the 
flesh. He will in fact be richer by 
those very experiences. 

What was the  inheritance  the prod- 
igal claimed and received?  Man’s great 
inheritance  is his divinit . He was 
created in the image of Eod.  Poten- 
tially we  are possessed of divine  pow- 
ers  even  though we  may sink so low 
as to feed on  the same food as  the 
swine. 

Astrologp or even astronomy, is a 
very proli IC source of s bolism.  As- 
trolo y is based on the g r m e t i c  say- 
ing %at  all  things  that  take place on 
earth  are a reflection of what takes 

lace in heaven. The   s ips  of the 
godiac, the planets, and  their constant- 
ly changing  relationship are  all sym- 
bolical.  Also there are national  sym- 
bols-displayed by flags and often  seen 
on coins. Architecture, too, is sym- 
bolical. So also are  the clothes we wear, 
the gestures  we  make, and  the words we 
use. It  all sums up to this. The  inner 
world is  the  real world; the  outer  world 
is its reflection. The kingdom of heaven 
is within. 

Carlyle  was  right. Man’s symbols are 
his greatest possessions. 

The V A V  
Rosicrucian 
Digest “Most of the particulars  or ends which  men  pursue in life in  the ho  e of find- 
August ing peace of mind,  though  often expressed by some other term, actua R y  impede 
1953 or destroy their own capacity  to  attain peace.”-Validivar 
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SE 1953  session of  Rose- 
Croix University rolled 

ificantly and success- 
%?y into  history  with 
distmction. The number 
attendin this year was 
appreciafly  greater  than 
last, with a much  larger 
percentage of first-time 

attendants. 
Nearby  San Francisco had  the  largest 

delegation of students, while Fresno 
and Vancouver, B.C. tied in second 
place. However, Fresno  had  the  larg- 
est delegation in roportion to  its ac- 
tive membership. pr lus means that  the 
Jacob  Boehme Chapter of Fresno, ac- 
cording to contest rules, profits to  the 
extent of receiving its  next year's chap- 
ter  charter  gratis,  and each of the 
Fresno  students received  convention 
privileges without cost this year. 

* * *  
One of the pleasant surprises of the 

Music Appreciation  Class during RCU 
was  the  tape recording of Johan Fran- 
CO'S Introduction and the 'Virgin 
Queen's' Dream Monolo ue, which had 
been  presented in April! at  the  Fourth 
Annual Regional  Composers' Forum on 
the  campus of the University of Ala- 
bama. This work for so ran0  and or- 
chestra was performed gy Eva Clapp 
White,  faculty  member of the Unl- 
versity of Alabama,  as soloist with  John 
Boda  of the  Florida  State  University 
conductin the Alabama Symphon  Or- 
chestra. %rater  Franco arran e$ for 
the on-the-s ot recording a n i  very 
kindly  sent %e tape to be enjoyed by 
RCU students. 

V A V  
It might  be called a  Safari which the 

Imperator  and  Frater James R. Whit- 
comb are  taking to Africa. Egypt of 
course is included, but  Egypt is m most 

things apart from Africa as  we  think of 
it. Rosicrucian rallies are scheduled in 
several s ots of east and southeast Afri- 
ca, and &is year  they  are  to be marked 
by  the presence of the  Imperator. 

As in September,  1936 when  all eyes 
turned  toward  Gizeh and  The  Great 
Pyramid, so in August, 1953  when the 
attention is focused there again, the 
AMORC representatives will be  on 
hand to re  ort  what of si lcance 
surrounds $e date believed c m a n y  
to relate  to the last prophecy of the 
Pyramid. 

V A V  
From  abstract  painting to abstract 

design in  tapestry seemed  something to 
be taken in stride  by  Gallery visitors in 
the Rosicrucian Egyptian,  Oriental Mu- 

on an exhi%it of Kenneth Nack's a g  
seum durin  June. Following hard u 

stract aintings, these tapestries created 
from %e  cartoons of modern  abstract 
artists were  more significant than  they 
otherwise  would  have  been without the 
preparation  sup lied by Nack's paint- 
ings and his Galfery  instructions on  the 
occasion of his visit. 

Abstraction, after all, is  a  Humpty- 
Dumptyish word and  may  mean just 
about  whatever  one  wants it to mean; 
but  its use in regard  to 
tapestry is close  enough to Balntlng e recognlza- and 
ble in the matter of technique, especial- 
ly since artists whose abstractions on 
canvas  we  already know are represented 
here. 

There is,  however,  something unique 
about a  tapestry. It is not to be limited 
by  a  frame  or  a space; instead, it pos- 
sesses a wall. It  may be  massive or not 
but  its  theme  must be  extensive in 
treatment. In a  tapestry  this is a  three- 
way  matter  and  not without difficulty 
since it involves the  artist  who con- 
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ceives or creates the design, the  dyer 
who essays the  re roduction of the orig- 
inal colors, and  t R e  weaver  who at his 
loom  brings forth the design in woof 
and warp. 

“For the bemused critic and specta- 
tor,” asks a local art correspondent, 
“what  finer sport could there be than 
to  stand before a modern tapestry and 
wonder?” The question, rhetorical  as 
it is, is nonetheless  apropos. 

Tapestry, like every other good thin 
has  its  tradition;  and,  to  many,  the fu? 
filling of that tradition is not  consonant 
with either abstraction or modernity. 

A 

Such will  probably invoke the Goddess 
Athena  again  to  strike  out  with her 
shuttle,  not because mortal  presumption 
has challenged the ods to match  mortal 
perfection, but  ra a er because mortal 
im udence  has allowed  itself to be 
calyed artistic. Good craftsmanship,  in- 
triguing design, vivid and satisf ‘n 
colors-these characterize  the wor r  o? 
Leger,  Kandinsky, Arp, Pillet, and 
Magnelk. 

Exhibited  were:  Kandinsky’s Sur 
Fond Noir, Magnelli’s Promenade, 

‘s Ombre  de  Fruit, Pillet’s Closerie, 
an Leger’s Etoile Polychrome. 3 

V A  

By FRANK HUBER, F.R. C. 

If spiritual  truths  are forsaken, their 
benevolent  laws cannot  operate  throueh 
me. The new1  gained sight, the s int 
ual one, will leave  me  and my god; 
will become  dry-return to  its  former 
shallow and materialistically  limited 
sight. To stand up against  spiritual 
laws  is  like  standing in the middle of 
a  swiftly flowing mountain  stream. If 
man stands in the  stream  as deep as he 

The does in this  material world, he will be 
covered by  the waters and washed away 

Rosicrucian by  the  current. 
Digest The strength of a  material  current 
August was proved to me at one  time  when I 
1953 tried  to  adjust  a  plank of wood that 
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had been held  a  ainst  two  huge rocks 
by  the river. €&ding on one end of 
the board I attempted  to lif t  the other 
end  out of the  water  and  ut it on top 
of both  rocks to make  a %ridge. Just 
as I got the board  loose from  its hold 
at the  other  end,  the  current  tore it 
out of my  hands  and  carried it away. 

There  can be no bridge between  two 
rocks (symbolically conceived of as  one 
pertaining  to  the materialistic and  the 
other to  the s iritual) if they  remain 
breached by t i e  strong current of the 
element. 

A little spring, when grown to  a 
large, overflowing river, will cover 
everything in its  path. If the river 
moves  slowly and  its coming flood is 
recognized, man  can  save himself by 
gettin out of its  way, or  he can prop- 
erly  firect it. As the flood  subsides, 
man,  upon returning to the land, may 
find it  more  fertile  and productive as 
to his benefit. But if that  river is swift 
and  its  coming is not recognized, man 
will be caught  midstream and  the fer- 
tile soil of his  land  carried  away. 



By ELIZABETH COTTAM  WALKER, F.R.C. 

M ANY people   are  
uncertain of the 

true  nature of brother- 
hood and confuse it 
with tolerance. Hear- 
ing  the  term brother- 
hood expounded  on 
every  hand,  individu- 
als  acquire  a  false in- 
te rpre ta t ion  of t he  
word and  are led to 
accept on terms of in- 
timacy those  whose 
standards are  much 
lower than  their own, 
or  whose morals verge 
on decadence. In this 
way, many  minority 
groups  have  been 
championed, not be- 
cause they  had partic- 
ularly hi h  aims,  nor 
because &e, were or 

vigorous  usefulness 
and  had  nothing  but 
his own exaggerated 
notion of his wisdom 
to  replace  it. The  In- 
dian gave the drone  a 
share of the crop or 
the  hunt,   and the 
strength of many tribes 
was   d ra ined   away 
through  sup  orting in 
idleness shifless mem- 
bers of their commu- 
n i t y .   T h e   I n d i a n  

E racticed a  form of 
rotherhood, but was it 

not  detrimental  to  his 
own best interests and 
those of his society? 
This rinciple is not 
limitex  to any group 
or race. 

We see this same 
are unjustlf oppressed, but rather be- 
cause  they are a  minorit 2 y p  and 
o m  inte  retation of bro er 00 leads 
us to wor T% for  and protect  them. 

Individuals have often found  them- 
selves in embarrassing  si tuations 
through  inadvertently su porting in the 
name of both  brotherhoox and  minority 
a subversive group that is actually  busy 
at undermining  the  very things they 
believe in. Often, of course, these 
groups are  innocent enough, but be- 
cause they sometimes  come into  being 
in the minds of radically emotional peo- 
ple, and because their aims and meth- 
ods are unstable, they lend themselves 
to  the subversive activity of agents 
who  prey u on  their good intentions. 
Certainly, a t  such  groups  should be 
thoroughly investigated  before we es- 
pouse them. The vanishing  American 
Indian is a case in point. Too much 
tolerance in the  name of brotherhood 
may be said to  lie at  the root of his 
gradual  extinction.  Tolerance  made the 
Indian  youth listen  silently  to an elder 
who  oftentimes had outlived a  certain 

false standard  practiced with a venge- 
ance in the  Church, in the nation, and 
in  the world. At  a  time  when an effort 
is being made  to foster true brotherhood 
in Europe, we see that older civiliza- 
tions have been  following  somewhat 
this practice in their perpetuation of 
nationalized tradition and age-old ha- 
treds and prejudices. We must  think 
through to the  meaning of brotherhood 
if we are to achieve  peace, not  only in 
the self  but in the world. It must  be 
thought of on an individualized  basis. 
We  are brothers in that  the soul of God 
is the soul of each of us. We  are brothers, 
too, in that we are subject  to  unchang- 
ing universal law. But in earthly ex- 
pression  we are also reasoning  individu- 
als, each determinin  his own destiny 
through his individuayacts and thoughts. 
Therefore, we must  think at all times in 
terms of the individual if brotherhood 
is to become a  reality in the  United 
States and in world society. 

To confuse  brotherhood with toler- 
ance is too dangerous. To disregard 
differences that exist between men is 
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to defeat the  true meaning of brother- 
hood.  Jesus the Christ furnished an 
excellent  example of discrimination be- 
tween  the  two  when  he forgave a so- 
called sinful act committed out of 
ignorance, or emotional  weakness, but 
condemned in no uncertain  terms  the 
concerted efforts of minority grou s, 
the Scribes and Pharisees,  to  poison t R e 
minds of the people by disseminating 
false knowledge. That same kind of 
discrimination is called-for today  when 
we seek to practice brotherhood. 

Whole  nations are  saturated  with 
hatred  and  are split into various  seg- 
ments, like so many cells divided in 
order to spread hatred. To be  tolerant 
in such  a case  seems to be  decided1 
against the benefit of the whole  worlJ 

and to  confuse tolerance and brother- 
hood at this point, is to do nothing in 
the  right direction, and  very  much in 
the wrong. 

Brotherhood  should  cease  to mean  a 
maudlin  approach to the problems we 
face, and become a  clear-thinking cour- 
ageous attitude  regarding  all  situations 
in the world  today. It must  mean  the 
keeping  open of the challenge to  ability 
and  all efforts of decent  people, regard- 
less of race, color, and creed, so long 
as they  are working toward  a whole. 
But  brotherhood  should mean, also, a 
refusal to accept  on a basis of familiari- 
ty those  whose standards  and  aims are 
tending  toward  disruption rather than 
toward unity. 

A V A  

SONG-KHA-PA or  Je-Fh- 
Po-Ch’e has been called 
the  Luther of Tibet, be- 
cause like the  latter he 
was. a  reformer and or- 
ganizer. His birth oc- 
curred in 1357 on the 
spot where  the famous 
monastery of Kunbum 
His early education  was 

monastic. He studied in Kunbum, Sak- 
a Brigung, and  other monasteries. 

k t e r ,  he spent eight years  as  a  hermit 
in Takpo in Southern  Tibet,  where  the 

urer teachings of Atisha were to be 
found in  the Ka-dam  sect, which he 
later reorganized. 

Having com leted his  preparation  by 
1390, Tsong-fha-Pa appeared  as  a 
teacher and reformer in Lhasa. The 

the  fact that before his dead  in 1419 
success of his work may be ‘udged by 

he had established three  huge monas- 
teries where 30.000 of his disciples lived. 

The Of the works of Tsong-Kha-Pa, the 
Rosicrucian Lam Nim Tshenpo. He was a volu- 

most famous are  the Sumbun and  the 

Digest minous  writer.  but  his works have  not 
August yet been translated or analyzed. 
1953 Tsong-€&a-Pa’s reformation consisted 
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main1 in leading his disciples back to 
a st.$  of the Buddhistic  doctrines in 
their  early  purity,  and  adhering  to 
them. Simpllcity of dress was one of 
their characteristics. Their distinctive 
badge was  a yellow cap and a ellow or 
orange robe. The name of $e Order 
was  the Ge-lug- a  or  “The  Virtuous 
Order.” It was apso called the “Yellow 
Hat Order.” The organization grew in 
numbers until in five generations it 
had achieved the priest-kingship of all 
Tibet. 

The rincipal teachings  revived by 
Tsong-zha-Pa were the  rehearsal of 
the Patimokha or “Disburdenment”; he 
restored the Vassa  or yearly  retirement 
with  the public meeting of the  Order 
at its close. He laid stress on self-culture 
through  the practice of the  cardinal 
virtues, and  an  annual national  fast at 
the beginning of each year. 

Out of the teachings  revived b 
Tsong-Kha-Pa has developed the md 
ern Lamaistic movement with  its idea 
of reincarnation by  succession  of its 
dual  Grand Lamas,  known as the  Dalai 
Lama and  the  Pantshen Lama. Of 
these  two, the Dalai  Lama is the most 
powerful. 



PERSONAL  APPEARANCE 
Many of the thousands of persons  attending the Tretchikoff  art exhibit at the Rosicrucian  Art Gallery, San 

Jose,  obtained personally autographed  prints from the  artist. Abo:e, p.. Tre?chik$€, is sho-.nn autographing 
"" .I .I" ~""~..,"-A:.." .t t.:. c ."" ~ . ~ ~:"&:- ~~ 1 L - 1  1 1 .I ... 



TRETCHIKOFF 
l a r g e   F u l l - C o l o r  
l i t h o g r a p h i c   P r i n t s  

P--%A+ 
These reproductions of some of 

the  artist's  most  famous  paintings 

of  only $6.50. Over-al l  size ap- 
now  available  at  the  special  price 

proximately 30" x 22". O f  these 

rettiar,  and  Dying  Swan  are also 
seven  prints, Lost Orchid,  Poln- 

available  in  a  smaller size. Min i -  

Sire,  approximately 9" x 12". 
mum order-any 2 prints  for $3.50. 

Order  postpaid from: 
ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 

San Jose, California 

I .  ZULU GIRL 

I .  ZULU GIRL-A challenge  to a l l ,  t o  see the  dignity 
bearing,  the  proud  carriage  of  the  head,  and  sombre  pasri) 
of eyes of   the Zulu women. 2. LOST  ORCHID-One 
Tretchikoff's  most  celebrated  paintinqs.  Simple,  yet  fascin 
ing, it means  something  different  to  each  viewer. 3. POI 
SETTIAS-Here  are  no  complications  of  composition,  bui 
simple  arrangement of flowers  designed  to  display  their crt 
son brilliance. 4. SILENT MODELS-The  artist  receives 
inspiration  from  diverse  sources. Even  when their  groupi 
seems incongruous, his silent  models  produce an eloqu, 
harmony. 5. SPRING-Essentially  symbolic,  the  artist hl 
proclaims  that  a  new  day  wil l  dawn  upon  the  doubts a 
despairs of  night.  Hope  springs  eternal  in  the  human  bre 
and  the  spring  flower  must  ever  come  forth  from  man-ma 
destruction. 6. GISELLE-Alicia  Markova  in  a  pose frq 
A c t  I I  of  "Giselle." 7. DYING SWAN-The  already fan 
iar  Markova  painting,  recapturing the grace  and  poignar 
of  her  interpretat ion of this famous  ballet. 

3. POINSETTIAS 



T H E  P U R P O S E  O F  
T H E   R O S I C R U C I A N   O R D E R  
and women  devoted  to  the  investigation. study,  and  practical application  of  natural and  spiritual 

The  Rosicrucian  Order,  existing  in  all civilized  lands,  is a nonsectarian  fraternal body of men 

laws.  The  purpose of the  organization  is  to  enable  all  to  live  in  harmony  with  the  creative, con- 
structive  Cosmic  forces for the  attainment of health,  happiness,  and  peace.  The  Order is  inter- 
nationally  known as “AMORC” (an  abbreviation),  and  the AMORC in America and  all  other 

not  sell i ts  teachings. It gives  them freely  to  affiliated  members  together with  many other benefits. 
lands  constitutes  the only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one body.  The AMORC does 

For complete  information  about  the  benefits and advantages of Rosicrucian  association  write a 
letter  to  the  address below,  and  ask for the  free book The  Mastery of Life.  Address  Scribe 
S. P. C., in  care of 

AMORC TEMPLE Rosicrucian  Park,  San Joae, California, U.S.A. (Cable  Address: “AMORCO”) 

Supreme  Executive for the International  Jurisdictlol of North,  Central, and  South America,  British 
Commonwealth and Empire, France,  Switzerland,  and Africa:  Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.-Imperator 

D I R E C T O R Y  
LODGES  and  CHAPTERS  throughout  the  WORLD 

The  following  are  chartered  Rosicrucian  Lodges  and  Chapters  in  various  nations of the world.  The 

Rosicrucian  Digest.  The  International  and  American  directories  alternate  monthly. 
“American  Directory” for Lodges  and  Chapters  in t h e  United  States  will  appear  in  the  next  issue of the 

AUSTRALIA 
Adelaide  South  Australia. 
Adelaide’  Chapter, 12 Pirie  St. A. A. Linquist. 
Master,  10  Sturdee  St.,  Linden  Park. 
Brisbahe,  ueensiand : 
Brisbane $ a p .  Holy  Trinity  Church  Hall 
combe, Mast‘&.  56 Procydn  St.,  Codrparoo.  Bris- 
Wickham St he  Valley  Brisbane E. P. New: 
bane S. E. 2. 
Melbourne  Victoria. 
Harmony  bha  ter, 2 6  Russell  St. Mrs. J. M. 
Eckhardt,  Mastkr, 86 Gladstone  St.,  Kew  E 4. 

syane$’  chaiter, I.O.O.F. Hall. Miss J. M. 
Sydney  N S W.: 
Swinton.  Master,  7 York St. 

BRAZIL 
Rio  de  Janeiro :* 
Rio  de  Janeiro  Lodge,  Praca  da  Independencia 
10, 2” andar.  Maria A. Moura,  Master,  Caixa 
Postal 3246. 
Sa0 Paulo: 
Sa0 Paulo  Cha  ter,  Rua  Riachuelo 275 8” Andar; 
Andar. Ave. Rangel  Pestana 271. 
Salas 815-16. k. De Paula  Franca.  Master, 10 

BRITISH  WEST  AFRICA 
Yaba  Nigeria. 
Yaba’Chapter,’66  Akiwunmi  St.  T. A. Ogunbiyi, 
Master,  Box 20, Ebute Metta. 

Calgary Alberta. 
Locgtie, Master, 493 - 29th Ave., N. E. 
Cal a ~ ’  Chapter’ 421 - 12th  St., N. W. J. 0. 

Edmonton  Alberta‘ 
Edmonton’  Chapter ’ 10169 - 103rd St.  Cecile  Bar- 
nick,  Master, 11602’- 69th St. 
Hamilton  Ont.: 
Hamilton’  Chapter. 194 Main St.,  East. 0. G. 
Kingdon,  Master, 367 King St.,  West,  Dundas. 
Montreal Que.: 
Mount  Rbyal  Chapter  Victoria  Hall  Westmount. 
A. Jones,  Master, 3Ol’Melrose Ave.,’Verdun. 
Toronto  Ont. : 
Toronto’  Chapter 137 Avenue  Rd.  Robertson’s 
Reception  Centre:  Bruce  Quan.  Maker, 237 Rob- 
er t  St. 
Vancouver B C.:* 
Vancouver’  Lodge, 805 W. 23rd Ave. Dr. D. C. 
MacDoaald,  Master, 3004 Garden  Drlve. 

Windsor)  Cha  ter, 808 Marion Ave. Mrs. Elsa 
Windsor  Ont.: 
FIT. Master. go9 Ravmo  Rd. 

CANADA 

Winnipeg  Man. : 
Charles D h a  Dean  Chapter.  Royal  Templar  Hall 
360 Young St., S. Ethelyn  Wallace,  Master, The 
Princeton,  Sulte 409,  314-9 Broadway. 

CHILE 

Tell-El-Amarna  Chapter  Claslficador 163 San 
Santiaeo : 
Diego, 224-G. Margarita’Lanas,  Master,  Vdrgara 
664-A. 

CUBA 
Camsguev . 
Camaguejr ‘Chapter, Independencia  y  Raul  Lamar. 
Guillermo E. Santiago.  Master,  Republica 375. 
Cienfue os Chapter. H. Domingues,  Master, 
Cienfuegos: 
Apartadgo  167. 
Hwana : 
Havana  Chapty. Masonic  Temple “Jost? de  la 
Luz  Caballero  Santa  Emilia 416: altos  Santos 
Matmzas: 
Suhrez. Juan ‘B. Salas,  Master,  Corrales 755. 
Matanzas  Chapter  Masonic  Lodge “Sol No. 36,” 
Medio 188%. Zo;aida Curbelo  Galvez,  Master, 
Tello  Lamar 90-A. 
Santiago: 
Heliopolis  Chapter, , “Logia  Fraternidad No. 1.” 
Calle Desiderio FaJardo  (Esquina  Gral.  Portu- 
ccdo],- Juan U. Solozano,  Master, R. P. Salcedo 

DENMARK AND NORWAY 
NO. 310. 

Copenha en** 
The AM%Rd Grand  Lodge of Denmark  and Nor- 
wa  Arthur  Sundstrup,  Grand  Master,  Vester 
Vordgade 104. 

Trujillo  Chapter  Edificio Copello A  t 401. Felix 
Truiilio: 
N. Rodriauez.  aster. ADartadO i 1 3 l ‘  

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

DENMARK AND NORWAY 
NO. 310. 

~~ ~~~~~.~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

Copenha en** 
The AM%Rd Grand  Lodge of Denmark  and Nor- 
wa  Arthur  Sundstrup,  Grand  Master,  Vester 
vnYkarle in4 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
. _____” ” -. 
Truiilio: 
Trujillo  Chapter  Edificio Copello A  t 401. Felix 
N. Rodriauez.  aster. ADartadO i 1 3 l ‘  - .  

EGYPT 
. -  

Amenhotep  Grand  Lodge.  Salim C. Saad,  Grand 
Cairo : 
Master. Box 1073. ~~ ~ 

ENGLAND 
~ .~ 

The AMORC Grand  Lod  e of Great  Britain. 
Raymund  Andrea  Grand  %aster, 34 Bayswater 
Ave., Westbury  park,  Bristol 6. 
Birmingham: 
Birmingham  Chapter  Wamick Room  Imperial 
Hotel.  H.  W.  Steers,’  Master, 32 Ryde’Park  Rd., 
Rednal  Birmingham. 
Liverpdol: 
Pythagoras  Chapter  Stork  Hotel  Room A, pen, S uare.  Wm. G. Burgess,’  Master, 11 

rrremont%romenade.  Wallasev.  Cheshire. 
Liindon : 
Francis  Bacon  Chapter  Institute of Journalists 
2-4 Tudor  St. E. L.  ’L.  Turnbull.  Master, S i  
Sunningdale  Rd.,  Cheam,  Surrey. 
John  Dalton  Chapter,  St.  Michaels,  Spath  Road, 
Manchester: 
Didsbury. Miss E. Brough,  Master, 50 Church 
Lane,  Marple,  Cheshire. 
Nottingham: 
Byron  Chapter,  Memorial  Hall,  Unitarian  Church 
High  Pavement.  R. A. Gulllck,  Master, 46 Castld 
Blvd. 

- .  

FRANCE 
Mlle Jeanne  Guesdon Sec. 56 Rue  Gambetta, 
Villeneuve-Saint-GeorRks (Seine & Oise). 

AMORC, Muenchen 7, Schliessfach 52, Bavaria. 
GERMANY 

HAITI 
Port-au-Priuce: 
Martinez  de  Pasqually  Chapter  Grand-Rue 168. 
Maurice  Maxmilien,  Master,  Bok 77-B. 

(Directory  Continued on Next  Page) 



HOLLAND .~. ~ 

Amsterdam :* 
De  Rozekruisers Orde. Groot-Loge  der  Neder- 
landen. J. Coops,  Gr. Master,  Hunzestraat 141. 

INDONESIA 
Bandung  Java: 
Mrs. M. 'C. Zeydel, Gr. Master-General,  Djalan 
SulandJana,  nr. 1. 

ITALY 
Italian  Grand Lod e of AMORC (Direct  in- 
Rome: 
quiries  re  arding &e activities df thls  Lodge 
to A. M. 6. R. C., Rosicruclan  Park,  San  Jose, 
California.) 

MEXICO ~~~~. . 

Anahauc  Chapter, Calle Madero 152 Leon  Klem- 
Guadalajara: 
chak,  Master,  Apartado 1314. 
Mexico  D F. :* 
yetzaicoail  Lodge, Calle de Colombia 24. Srta. 
Navoles. Mexico. D F. 

ella  Chagin,  ,Master, Av. San Antonio 95, Colonia 
Monterrey  N I.: 
A. Omana  Del  C.,  Master,  Linares 312, Colonia 
Monterrey'  Cliapter, Calle Doblado 622 Norte. 
Chauulteuec.  Monterrev. 

NETHERLANDS  WEST  iNDIES 
Aruba  Chapier 320 'Bernhard  St. C. H.  Walters, 
San Nicolas Aruba 
Master Box 5d San Nicolas. 
Willem'stad C;racso,* 
Curacao ChApter Khpstraat 27. Percival  Tucker, 

NEW ZEALAND 
Master,  Hoofdlrintoor, C. P.  I. M , Emmastad. 

Auckland: 
Auckland  Chapter,  Victoria  Arcade,  Room 317. 
Mrs. F. F. Howarth,  Master, New Lynn. 
Wellington: 
Wellington  Chapter, 54-56 Cuba  Street. P. L  G. 
Holthouse.  Master.  Omahanui.  South  Makaro. 

PANAMA 

Panama  Chapter,  Logia Masonica de  Panama. 
Panama: 
Abraham  Yunda,  Master, Seccian Chorrillo. 

PERU 
Lima  Chapter  Plateros  de  San  Pedro 126. Sra. 
Lima: 
Elvira  Santa  Maria,  Master. Aven:da Reducto 450, 
Mirallores.  Peru. 

PUERTO  RICO 
Ponce: 
Ponce  Chapter 19 Rosich  St.  Fernando L. Matias. 
Master. c,t Potice  Cement  Corporation. 
Luz  de AMORC Chapter  Ponce  de  Leon Ave 
San  Juan: 
1658 S top  24 Santurce Aknaldo  Guzman Belaval, 

SCOTLAND 
Maiter. Call; Suau 65?, Parada  14%,  Santurce. 

Glasgow : 
The  Saint  Andrew  Chapter. Toe H,  Buchanan 
St.  Alexander D. Hunter,  Master, 34 Rankin 
Drive, Lares. Ayrshire. 

SOUTH  AFRICA 
Cape  Town: 
Good Hope  Chauter,  Oddfellows  Hall. 86 Plein 
St  Ernst  Landsber  Master, 31 Rosemead Ave., 
Oianjezicht. Cape &wn. 
Johannesburg: 
Southern Cross Chapter,  Rand  Women's Club, 
Jeppe & Joubert  Sts. G. G. Remington,  Master, 
Box 7061. 

Malmo :* 
Grand  Lodge  "Rosenkorset " Albin  Roimer,  Gr 
Master, Box 30, Skalderviken,  Sweden. 

Barquisimeto: 
Barquisimeto  Chapter  Carrera 21 No. 327. Apar- 
tad0  Postal No. 64. Jacob0 Benda'han B.,  MasLer, 
Carrera 19 No. 62-A. 
Alden Lodge Calle Norte 11 Valentin  Rivero. 
Caracas :* 
Master.  San  'Luis A Sta.  Isabel 94. San  Jose. 

SWEDEN 

VENEZUELA 

Caracas. 
Maracaibo: 
Cenit  Chapter Calle  Belloso Nr 9-B 27. Roger 
A. Leal G.. Mister. Calle 93. Nd. 2-55. 

( *  Initiatio'ns  are  performed.) 

Latin-American Division 
Armando  Font De La Jarn, F. R. C., Deputy  Grand  Master 

California, U. S A. 
Direct  inquiries  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American Division, Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose, 

one of the Rosicrucian  lodges  or chapters in your vicinity? By 
reference  to the  Directory above, you will  find  that lodge  or 
chapter which may be adjacent to you. There you will receive 
a true  fraternal  and Rosicrucian  welcome. You may  share in 
the  many privileges of a lodge  or chapter if you are  an active 
Rosicrucian member. Call or  write  to  the address  shown and  in- 
quire about regular Convocations, and also about initiations  and 
membership  advantages.  Such privileges are in addition to those 
which you now  enjoy as a Sanctum  Member. 



I How The Ancients 
Changed Their  Environment 

i \hVHAT is the  ethereal  link  between  scents and our  moods? 
The fragrance of a spring  morningethe  delicate perfume of growing 

' things-exalts our spirits. The salty  tang of a sea breeze invigarateseit excites 
the  imagination and encourages  bodily  action.  There  are  also odors which 
depress and  plunge  us  into despondency. 

Would you like to control  your moods-and create  a  pleasing  environment? 
Do you  enjoy a restful atmosphere  after a strenuous day?  Nature  has created 
such  conditions  deep  within  her forests and  on  the peaks of her mountaintops. 
But  the  ancient  alchemists discovered her secret. They  learned  that from the 
sun,  the  air,  and  the  earth,  nature  draws  certain properties and embodies 
them  in  plants. This essence is released in  their vapors-the aroma which  they 
give forth. Thus  the  ancients were able to  produce  these effects at will. 

Some of these  herbs  have  been used by mystics for centuries,  because of the 
positive  vibrations  they  create. The poet Virgil immortalized them in verse. 
The great  physician and  alchemist,  Paracelsus,  wrote of their  invigorating, 
stimulating influence. Kings  sent  great  caravans across vast  desert  wastes to 
bring  back cargoes of these strange herbs. 

These Herbs &ee To You 
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS  INCLUDED 

Now we offer you,  free,  two of these most vital  herbs. Try them 
-burn them. Notice  their  appealing fragrance-the passive atmos- 
phere  they  create.  Experience  the  breath of nature tJ1ey bring  into 
your home. You are  only  required to subscribe to this magazine- 
the  Rosicrucian  Digest, for 6 months, at the  usual  nominal  rate 
of $1.75 (12/6 sterling). Two packets, one  containing H y p e r i o n  
and  the  other Dittany, with instructions for their  use,  will be  sent 
you at  once. Herbs  are  rare  today.  This, therefore, is an  unusual 
offer. Send your subscription today-and ask for this  gift. Use 
the  coupon opposite. 

Incarnation 
of Light 

This  herb  derived  its name 
Hyperion from the sun-god 
of ancient Greece. It synl- 
bolized  the  incarnation of 
Divine  Light or Wisdom on 
earth. Its technical Latin 
name  is  Hypericum  Per- 

mentioned in  the  alchemical 
foraturn. It is extensively 

writings of Paracelsus. 

Mysterious 
Dittany 

This herb was first discov- 
ered  atop  Mount Dikte. on 
the mysterious island of 

It is imnlortalized in the 
Crete,  by  the  ancient Greeks. 

name  isOriganunl Dictamnus. 
poems of Virgil.  Its  technical 

Rosicrucian  Digest 
Rosicrucian  Park 
San Jose, California 
Gentlemen: 

months'  subscription  to  the  Rosicrucian Digest.  Send me 
Enclosed  please  find $1.75 (12/6 sterling) for a  six 

at  once,  free of charge,  the  two  herbs,  Dittany  and 
Hyperion,  with  instructions for their use. 

NAME .............................................................. 

ADDRESS .............................................................. 

.......................................................................................... 

(These herbs are  not  offered for medicinal or 
curative  purposes.) 



THE following  are  but  a  few of the  many books of the 
Rosicrucian  Library  which  are fascinating and instruc- 
tiue to every  reader,  For  a complete list and  description 
of  all  the books, write for FREE CATALOG. Send 
orders  and  request  to  address  below. 
SYMBOLIC  PROPHECY  OF  THE  GREAT  PYRAMID 

By PI. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D. 
The world's  greatest  mystery!  Who  built  the  Great  Pyramid, 
why it was  built  and  the  meaning of its  code of measurements 
and  its  hidden  prophecies  are  all  revealed  in  this  interesting 
book. Illustrated.  Price, postpaid,  $2.40 (17/2  sterling). 

LEMURIA-The Lost Continent of the Pacific By W. S. Cerve 
Beneath  the  rolling restless  seas  lie the  mysteries of forgotten 

sweep,  there  was  once  a  vast  continent.  The  land  was  known 
civilizations.  Where  the  mighty  Pacific  now  rolls  in  a  majestic 

as Lemuria,  and  its  people  as  Lemurians. If you  are  a  lover 
of mystery, of the  unknown,  this book will  fascinate  you.  Price, 
postpaid,  $2.50  (17/10  sterling). 

SELF MASTERY  AND  FATE  WITH  THE CYCLES  OF LIFE 
By H.  Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.  

The  plan of your  life.  This book reveals  how  we  may  take  ad- 
vantage of certain  periods for success,  happiness,  health,  and 
prosperity.  It  points out those  periods  which  are  favorable or 
unfavorable  for  certain  activities.  Fully  illustrated  with  charts 
and  diagrams.  Price,  postpaid,  $2.60  (18/7  sterling). 

W H A T  TO E A T   A N D   W H E N  
By Stanley K. Clark, M. D., C. M., F. R. C.  

Are you overweight,  allergic, or suffering  from  indigestion? 
Do you wish to keep  in  perfectly  normal  health?  Dr.  Clark,  a 
noted  specialist on stomach  disorders,  gives  the  effects of mind 
on digestion.  Indexed;  food  chart;  sample  menus.  Postpaid, 
$2.00 (14/4 sterling). 

MENTAL  POISONING By H .  Spencer Lewis, Ph. D .  
Do  poisoned  thoughts  like  mysterious  rays,  reach  through  the 

some  enslave us? Price,  postpaid, $1.95 (13/11 sterling), 
ethereal  realms  to  claim  innocent  victims? Cen the  thoughts of 

BEHOLD  THE  SIGN By Ralph  M. Lewis, F. R. C.  
A  collection of important  MYSTICAL  and OCCUL,T SYMBOLS 

meaning of cryptic  signs used by  the  avatars  and  great  teachers 
used to  perpetuate  eternal  truths.  Fully  illustrated.  Learn  the 

for  centuries.  Price,  postpaid, $1.45 (lo/& sterling). 

The Rosicrucian Supply Bureau 
ROSICRUCIAN  PARK,  SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, W. S. A. 


